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Ombrotrophic bogs with surface patterning can be found in boreal regions northeast
North America, oceanic areas in Europe, northeast Asia, New Zealand and southern
most South America as well as continental areas in western Siberia and Hudson Bay
lowlands (Sjörs 1990). Small scale surface patterning in ombrotrophic bogs include hum
mocks and hollows/pools which are arranged either concenfricly or eccentricly, depen
ding on the topography.
Minerotrophic aapamires (string fens) are typical in the boreal and subarctic
regions of North America, northern Europe and Siberia. Surface features of aapamires
include alternating peat ridges (sfrings) and depressions occupied by sparse vegetation
or by open water (ftarks or pools) (Ranckn 1912, Cajander 1913, Foster & King 1984). In
Finland, southern minerotrophic fens with only slight or no clear small scale surface
patterning, such as S. papitiasum fens, are also included to aapamires. Surface patterning
of Finnish aapamires becomes clearer towards north (Ruuhijärvi 1960).
Ombrotrophic bogs have fraditionally been a focus of studies of the developmental
history of mires (Aario 1932, 1933, HBaH0B 1957,1981, Aartolahti 1965, 1966, Tolonen 1967,
Foster & Glaser 1986, Foster et al. 1988, Korhola 1992). Studies of the development of
aapamires and the origin of their surface patterns have been made much less (BoraHoBcKa5I-
FueH34 1936, FanKHHa 1959, Tolonen 1967, Foster & King 1984, Seppälä & Koutaniemi
1985, Kuznetsov 1986, Foster & Fritz 1987).
Mire ecosystems can be classified on several hierarchy levels: mire site, mire massif
(mire complex) and mire system (FanKHHa 1959, Masing 1984, Moen 1995, Yurkovskaya
1995). In Fennoscandia, mire ecosystems consisting of different kinds of massifs are
widespread. Detailed developmental studies in mire systems, including both bogs and
aapamires mixed in one mire area, have been rarely done in Finland (Tolonen 1967, 1968a).
Tolonen (1967, 1968b) mapped the main vegetation units of large mire systems separa
fing ombrotrophic and minerotrophic sites. However, only Tolonen and Seppä (1994)
have earlier attempted to define different complexes in Kananiemensuo mire system in
southern Finland and roughly to estimate their areas. Nevertheless, some materials about
the development of similar mire systems, are available from Karelia (FanKHHa 1959,
Yurkovskaya 1995, EJIHHa et al. 1984). Kauhaneva mire system, in the Kauhaneva-Pohjan
kangas national park, is an example of a complicated system including concentric, eccen
tric and Sphagnum fuscum bogs, and aapamires, located near the boundary of bog and
aapa zones (Ruuhijärvi 1960, 1988).
The Russian classifications of mire sites (facies) include 3-4 hierarchy levels of their
structure (JI0HaTHH 1954, EJIHila 1968, Ko3IIoBa 1974): 1) classes are distinguished accor
ding to the nufrient status (from ombrofrophic to eutrophic); 2) groups are distinguished
in accordance with plant cover types (woody, herb, moss); 3) subgroups are separated
on the basis of the structure (simple or combinated); 4) types are idenfified according to
dominafing plant associations on general patterns of facia microtopography (microre
lief). The name of the mire type includes its trophic status, names of main elements of
microtopography (if it has), and dominant species of communifies. For example the
Finnish keidasräme is called ombrotrophic ridge-hollow mire site (complex) (Sphagneta
fusci + Sphagneta battici, for the associafions see Braun-Blanquet 1964). For simple types
names are short; oligotrophic Carex-Sphagnum fen (Carex rostrata-Sphagnumfatlax).
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Due to the diverse structure of mires, it is important to study and understand mires
as whole, and the relations of its parts to the whole and with each other as Ranckn
(1912) has stated.
One aim of this study is to investigate the natural history of the minero-ombro
trophic Kauhaneva mire system and the stratigraphic evidence for the process of small
scale pattern (hummock-hollow) formation on concentric bogs. Another aim is to study
how the palaeoecology explains the present sfructure of the mire system, and to compare
the natural history of Kauhaneva mire system with other studied mires in Finland and
Karelia, especially on White sea coast.
The third aim of this study is to describe the structure of the vegetation in different
morphological leveis and its connections to the fiora. One of the main ideas for this
work is to integrate the knowledge of the present vegetation and fiora to the succession
series of the past plant communffies and fiora of the last millenia.
This study is a part of the East Fennoscandian mire protection work between
Russian Karelian and Finnish scientists, and also a part of the joint nature conservafion
work between Russia and Finland.
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Study area
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Kauhaneva-Pohjankangas national park consists of several large mire complexes and
parts of the chain of Pohjankangas esker. Kauhaneva mire system, which is the subject of
this study, forms the core area of Kauhaneva-Pohjankangas national park.
Kauhaneva-Pohjankangas is situated in the middle boreal forest zone, and its mires
belong to the Concentric bogs zone, in the subzone of Western Finland (Ruuhijärvi
1988) (Fig. 1). Mire complexes in the area are usually concentric bogs. Aapamires are not
very common and they are mostly unpatterned and poor in nutrients.
Kauhaneva is one of the largest and most representafive examples of raised bogs in
Southern Ostrobothnia and thus one of the key areas for protecting ombrotrophic bogs
(Aapala & Lindholm 1995). It has also international value, as it is both a Ramsar (Finnish
Environment Institute 1996) and Natura 2000 site (Ympäristöministeriö 1996).
Annual precipitation of the study area is 650 mm, of which 200 mm is snow. The
annual mean temperature is +3 °C and the length of the growing season is 164 days. The
durafion of snow cover is in average 140 days (Alalammi 1987).
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Fig. 1. Mire vegetation regions in Finland (Ruuhijärvi 1988) and the location of the study area.
= Concentric bogs, 2 = Eccentric bogs and Sphagnum fuscum bogs, 3 = Sedge aapa mires,
4 = Flark aapa mires, 5 Northern aapa mires, 6-7 = Palsa and orohemiarctic mires in Lapland.
:.
Kauhaneva-Pohjankangas was included in the national park programme (Komite
anmiefintö 1976: 88) and it was established in 1982. The total area of the present national
park is 3 264 ha. Most of this area is mires (2 878 ha), of which Kauhaneva mire system
covers approximately 87% (2506 ha). The planned extension for the national park covers
1 000 ha. The extension consists of areas included in the Nafional Mire Protecfion Pro
gramme (1981), areas bought to the state for conservafion purposes, and extension areas
proposed by Heikkilä (1986). Forestry drainage, agricultural use and peat mining in
mires in the surroundings of Kauhaneva is very intensive. In the drainage basin of the
river Kyrönjoki only 8% of the original mire area is in natural state (Heikkilä 1999).
The Kauhaneva-Pohjankangas national park is situated in Karvia and Kauhajoki
communes in western Finland, at the southwestern part of the Suomenselkä watershed.
Soils are very poor and on dry places dominated by pine forests (Caltuna-type, Ctadina
type, Vaccinium-type). These pine dominated forests and extensive concentric bogs are
characteristic to the watershed area. Waters are mainly humic small ponds and brooks.
Springs and places with groundwater inftuence with more rich vegetation types (spruce
mires and rich fens) are rather common near the Pohjankangas esker (Fig 2).
The bedrock in the Kauhaneva-Pohjankangas national park is poor. It belongs to an
extensive area of archaean rocks of Middle-Finland and it is formed of porphyric granite
(Sederholm 1909). The bedrock is covered by a thick layer of loose quaternary deposits,
gravel and sand in most parts of the park, mainly overlain by peat.
Pohjankangas-Nummikangas esker lines the national park and its mires in the east.
The esker has been developed during the last ice age between two lobes of ice sheet
(Hellemaa 1980). Beside Kauhaneva the Pohjankangas esker is mainly sand and gravel.
Several beach ridges and dunes can be found beside the esker. Also in the western part of
Kauhaneva, there are some dunes. The landforms have developed during the deglaciation,
which occurred ca. 9400 years B.P (Salomaa 1982, Salomaa & Alhonen 1983). After a short
period, the Ancylus Lake retreated due to the land uplift, and Kauhaneva area was above





Tali sedge fen in the northwestern part ofKauhaneva in winter. Photo Raimo Heikkilä 1978.
park.
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the water level ca. 9000 years B.P (Salomaa 1982, Salomaa & Aihonen 1983). These dates
are not calibrated, and probably the deglaciafion and retreat of Ancylus Lake occurred
ca. 1000 years earlier (Atte Korhola 1998, pers. comm).
Fig. 2. Detailed map of the study area. Mineral soil areas are shown as green and ponds as Iight
blue. The names ofplaces mentioned in the text are given as weII as the boundary of the national
Kauhaneva mire system was studied in several morphological leveis. We analysed the
diversity and structural pattern of mire site types for the whole system (according to
FaTIKHHa 1959, Moen 1995), and we studied the variation of mire sites (according to
Ruuhijärvi 1960, Eurola 1962, Ruuhijärvi 1983, Eurola et al. 1984, 1994, Heikkilä 1987;
facies in Russian sense, II0HaTHH 1954, Enilua et al. 1984) and their pattern for every type
of mire complexes (according to Rancken 1912, Sjörs 1948, Ruuhijärvi 1960, Eurola 1962,
Moen & Singsaas 1994; mire mesolandscape (massif) in Russian literature, FanKIIHa 1959,
HBaHOB 1957, IOpKOBcKaSI 1975, Yurkovskaya 1995). In different mire sites also plant com
munifies (CyKaqB 1922, Osvald 1923, Waren 1926, Paasio 1939, JI0HaTHH 1949, Ma3HHT
1975, Masing 1984) were studied.
Mapping of the mire site types and fiora of Kauhaneva-Pohjankangas nafional
park was made in summer 1985 (Heikkilä 1986). In connection with the field work, site
types were delimited in 1:10 000 aerial photographs taken in 1984. Field work included
determining the mire site types according to Eurola and Kaakinen (1978) and verifying
their boundaries. The site type map with each vegetation pattern numbered, includes a
separate table where the area, the site type of the pattern, and also some interesting
features, like communities included in the site, characteristics of the tree stand and rare
plant species, are explained. No vegetation re1evs were made, but dominant and mdi
cator species were determined in thefieid. The nomenclature of Ruuhijärvi (1983) for site
types is mainly used in this paper.
The fiora of the national park was also studied in 1985. Some new records were
made in 1987 and 1994. The present study area covering approximately 75% of the natio
nal park was divided into 34 quadrats, 1 km2 each. In each 1 km2 quadrat all vascular piant
and bryophyte species, excluding liverworts, were recorded. The abundance of each
species was estimated in relative, three-step scale: 1. sparsely, 2. moderately, 3. abun
dantly.
Most of the information about current vegetation and fiora of the study area in this
paper comes from Heikkilä (1986) unless otherwise noted, and reference to that publica
tion will, therefore, not be repeated.
In 1994 Karelian scientists made vegetation community descriptions of aIl the main
mire sites along the two study profiles. Plant cover of mire sites usually consists of small
patches (from 1-2 to some tens of square metres) of plant communities confined to
different patterns of microtopography. Descriptions were made in ali forms of micro
topography / morphoiogicai patterns (hummock, hollow, pool). Thus there were 2 to 5
vegetation community descriptions of every mire site. In site types, the percentage
cover of each microtopography type, its size (length, width), height or depth, was esti
mated. Percentage cover of each community was esfimated too. Cover of each piant
species in community were estimated using the Braun-Blanquet’ (1964) scale.
Community types (associations) were named according to dominafing species on
every iayer (trees, field iayer, ground layer). This dominant (physiognomic) principle is
common in Fennoscandian (Osvald 1923, Warn 1926, Paasio 1933, Sjörs 1948) and in
Russian (CYKaqB 1922, EoraHoBcKa5-FHeH34 1928, JI0HaTHH 1954) phytocoenological
tradition.
To study the stratigraphy and developmental history of the Kauhaneva mire sys
tem two profiles were made in 1994: a 4km longitudinal profile from north to south and
3.5 km cross profiie from east to west (Fig. 3). Levelling of mire surface (every 100 metres),
measuring peat thickness (every 50 metres) and descripfion of mire sites (facies) were
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carried out along both profiles. Twenty-nine peat cores for the stratigraphic analysis
were taken with a Russian corer (Tolonen 1967) along the two transects. Macrosubfossil
analysis were made from ali 29 cores.
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Fig. 3 Location of the two study profiles and numbers of peat sampling sites (cores).
Stratigraphy of the peat cores was described in the field. Sampies (304 altogether)
for the macrofossil analysis were taken aiready in the field, and only these sampies
(approximately 100 g fresh peat) were taken to the laboratory. From thin stratigraphic
layers (up to 20-30 cm) one sample was taken from the middle of the Iayer, from thicker
Iayers, control sampies were taken every 20-30 cm. At the laboratory, sampies were first
studied under microscope to analyze the degree of decomposition, as amount of humus,
at the precision of 5% (MHHKHHa & BapJIbITHH 1939). After this sampies were sieved from
humus with water through a 0.25 mm mesh. Botanical macrosubfossil analyses of sampies
were made with a microscope method (KopoTKIIHa 1939) at the precision of 5% and the
fossiis of every species were indenfified according to the atias of macrofossils by Kai et
al. (1977). Macrosubfossil analyses were made in the Laboratory of Mire Ecosystem in
Petrozavodsk by N. Stoikina.
Data of macrofossll analyses were used for dividing peats into classes (types in
Russia): ombrotrophic (BepxoBofl), mesotrophic (HepexoHhIii) and eutrophic (HH3HHHHi)
(TIopeMHoB 1949, JIOHaTHH 1973, Boch and Masing 1983, EJIHHa et al. 1984). Peat classes are
distinguished on the basis of plant macrofossil composffion. Peats completely composed
of eutrophic plants refer to eutrophic class. The ombrotrophic class includes peat which
consists solely of ombrotrophic plants macrofossils. The mesotrophic class unifies peat
types with Sphagnum moss remains of both ombrotrophic and minerotrophic ecological
groups.
The ombrotrophic ecological group generally includes Eriophorum vaginatum,
Trichophorum cespitosum, Sheuchzeria patustris, Spahgnumfuscum, S. magellanicum, S. angus
tifolium, S. batticum, S. majus, S. cuspidatum, S. tindbergii, S. capitlifotium and S. rubellum; the
mesotrophic group S.fallax, S.ftexuosum, S. riparium, S. papillosum, S. centrale, S. angstroemii,
S. jensenii and S. russowii; and the eutrophic group Betula pubescens, Phragmites austratis,
Carex lasiocarpa, C. rostrata, C. chordorrhiza, Menyanthes trzfotiata, Equisetum fiuviatite, E.
patustre, Eriophorum angustifolium, E. gracite, Trichophorum alpinum, Motinia caerulea, Epilo
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Pavel Shevelin setting the transect across concentric bog 1. Photo Raimo Heikkilä 1994.
bium patustre, Scorpidium scorpioides, Tomentypuum nitens, Warnstorfia exannutata, Paludelta
squarrosa, Meesia triquetra, Sphagnum warnstorfii, S. subsecundum, S. ptatyphyttum, S. obtusum,
S. subfutvum and S. squarrosum.
Finnish mire researches have another ecological scale of mire plants (Eurola et al.
1984, Anfipin et al. 1997), but it is not difficult to make compromise in discussion of
results. Finnish eutrophic group is more narrow than in Russian school. It includes only
species of very rich fens with high content of Ca and high pH.
A majority of peat producing plants of eutrophic mires (Phragmites austratis, Meny
anthes trifoliata, Equisetumfluviatite, Betuta pubescens, Carex lasiocarpa and C. rostrata) have a
very wide ecological ampiitude and continue to dominate together with Sphagnum
mosses of mesotrophic and ombrotrophic ecology at mesotrophic mire sites. The occur
rence of the above mentioned species at poor minerotrophic mire sites is explained to be
relicts from an earlier stage of succession (JloHaTHH 1972). That is mainly due to the deep
root penetrafion into peat. Vascular mire plants typically indicate nutrient conditions at
20-30 cm depth and mosses point out to trophic status of a 5-10 cm peat layer (EJIHHa et al.
1984). Ali the minerofrophic species are eliminated enfirely in clear ombrotrophic condi
tions.
Peat types (BHbI in Russian terminology) are the primary units of the peat classifi
cation and are used widely for a presentation of peat deposits strafigraphy. Peat types
are distinguished on the basis of plant remains content and classified according to a
dominance of certain plant fossiis in a peat type. A decay resistance of different plant
species is always taken into account (TFopeMHoB 1949, KJIaccM4»IKaunn BH0B Top4a II
T0p4»IHMx 3aJIe)1cei. 1951, EJIHHa et al. 1984). Woody plant species are included into a name
of peat type if their macrofossils amount in peat sample is not less than 15% (for instan
ce: woody-sedge, woody-Sphagnum etc.). If peat is generally formed by woody remains
(40% and more) it is considered as woody peat (for instance: birch peat, spruce peat etc.).
Herbs are included into a name of peat type when a content of their remains contains
more than 25%. If the percentage of herb macrofossils is more than 60% and the amount
of woody ones less than 15% in a peat sample, it should be called herb (for instance:
sedge peat, horsetail peat etc.). Mosses are included into a peat type name if their
remains are 35-60% of the total macrofossil amount in a sample. Peat is considered as
moss peat when it contains moss remains more than 65% of ali the macrofossils in a
sample (for instance: Sphagnum mesotrophic, Bryates peat, fuscum peat).
Two samples for the radiocarbon dating were taken from the deepest point of the
peat deposit. Samples were dated at the Institute of Geography, University of Sankt
Peterburg.
Nomenciature follows Hämet-Ahti et al. (1998) for vascular plants and Koponen et
al. (1998) for bryophytes.




Mtogether 173 vascular plant species and 68 moss species have been found in the study
area (Appendix 1). The distribuhon and abundance of each species in the study area was
mapped in a 1 km2 grid (Appendix 2). Many of the frequent species are also abundant,
being the most important formers of peat and determining the ecological status of the
present habitat. Some of the abundant species are forming large stands or carpets where
they are dominating, e.g. Andromeda potifolia, Betuta nana, Carex lasiocarpa, C. rostrata,
Eriophorum vaginatum, Ledum patustre, Rubus chamaemorus, Scheuchzeria patustris, Sphagnum
angusttfolium, S. balticum, S.fallax, S.fuscum, S. majus and S. papittosum, while other abun
dant species have a scattered but continuous distribution, e.g. Drosera rotundtfolia, Aula
comnium patustre, Dicranum bergerii, D. potysetum, Polytrichum strictum, Sphagnum com
pactum, 5. magetlanicum, 5. capittifotium, 5. russowii and 5. teneltum.
The species were divided into four groups: mire plants, forest plants, hydrophytes
and anthropochore species on the basis of observations in the study area. Mire species
were defined as species which were found in natural vegetation on peat soi!, even though
they often grow also in other kinds of habitats. On the other hand, some forest species
were found in mires, e.g. Epitobium angusttfotium and Dryopteris carthusiana in seagull’s
nest sites with abundant nitrogen, which is rather typical in many mires.
In the study area forest species were found in mineral soi! islands in the mire and in
the narrow forest strips surrounding the mire, which are included in the national park.
Floristica!ly the forests are poor. Aquafic fiora was found in small brooks and two ponds
which have connedfion to mineral soil. It included the vascular plants Nymphaea tetragona,
Sparganium hyperboreum, 5. minimum and Callitriche patustris, and the bryophyte Fontina
lis antipyretica.
Anthropochore species grow along the roads and paths, in two small gravel pits, in
ditches and in fireplaces. Along the roads grow e.g. Agrostis capittaris, Rumex acetosetta,
Festuca ovina and Poa pratensis. In the gravel pits there is waste from burnt houses, which
is the reason for the growing of Catystegia sepium subsp. sepium, Phtox paniculata and
Sedum acre. Surprisingy there were three bushes of Potentillaftuticosa in the bog nearby
the pond Kauhalampi, where the local people go swimming. In 1994 they had disap
peared. In a fireplace in Nuolisalonkangas grew Funaria hygrometrica.
The total amount of species in each square kilometer varied between 30 and 149
(Fig. 4). The smallest numbers of species, between 30 and 49 occur in the quadrats contai
ning the largest ombrotrophic bogs. The most species rich squares are those with spring
effect and strongest human influence.
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Fig. 4. Total amount ofvascular plant species in each 1 km2 quadrat in Kauhaneva—Punttukeidas
study area.
Of the mire species found in the study area, 66 grew only in one, two or three 1 km2
quadrats (Fig. 5), e.g. Ainus gtutinosa, Angetica sytvestris, Calta patustris, Carex diandra,
C. dioica, C. loliucea, C. panicea, Crepis patudosa, Equisetum palustre, Juncus buibosus, 1. stygius,
Luzula sudetica, Poa alpigena, Potygonum viviparum, Rubus arcticus, Salix niyrsinifolia, Viola
epipsila, Calliergon cordtfolium, Hetodium btandowii, Patudetta squarrosa, Sphagnum auriculatum
var. inundatuni, S.fi;nbriatum, S. subsecundum and Tomentypnum nitens. They are plants of
small fertile habitats like springs, spruce mires, swamps and mesotrophic fens.
The Finnish Environment 489 0
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Juncus stygius northwest ofPitkäsalo. Photo Raimo Heikkilä 1994.
On the other hand, 21 species were found in every studied square km quadrat, and
8 were missing in only one or two quadrats. They contain species of ombrotrophic and
oligotrophic mires, e.g. Andromeda polifotia, Betula nana, 3. pubescens, Calluna vutgaris,
Carex gtobularis, C. tasiocarpa, C. paucifiora, Drosera rotundifolia, Empetruin nigrum, Eriophorurn
vaginatum, Ledum patustre, Pinus sytvestris, Rubus chamaemorus, Vacciniurn oxycoccos, V uligi
nosum, Pteu;-ozium schreberi, Potytrichum stricturn, Sphagiium angustifolium, S. balticttm, S.
magetlanicum, S. capillzfotium, 5. papitiosum and 5. rubelluni (Appendix 1). In other frequen
cy classes there are very few species. Approximately in every other square occur e.g.
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Carex globularis in the northeastern margin of Kauhaneva. Photo Raimo Heikkilä 1987.
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Figure 5. The distribution of vascular plant and bryophyte species according to the number of
occurrence in the 1 km2 quadrats.
The number of plant species in Kauhaneva mire system is not very high. The most
representafive species group is mosses. We found 29 of Finland’s 3$ species of Splwgna in
the mire system. Most of the species are ombro-oligotrophic, but in mire sites with
spring effect also some meso-eutrophic species can be found.
Several rare plant spedes were found in the study area. Rhynchosporafrtsca and Juncus
stygius were found in Kauhaneva, northwest from Pitkäsalo (Site 1, Fig. 6). The former
one was also found in the southwestern part of Punttukeidas, growing abundantly in a
large mesotrophic flark (Site 2, Fig. 6). Pedicutaris sceptrurn-carolinum is abundant in a
spring-fed spruce-mire in the northwestem part of Kauhaneva (Site 3, Fig. 6). Carex dioica,
C. diandra and Poa alpigena grow in a rich spring fen in Lähdespuska, northwestern part of
Kauhaneva (Site 4, Fig. 6). Carex panicea forms a large stand in a thin-peated meso-frophic
sedge fen in Punttukeidas (Site 5, Fig. 6). Sparganium hyperboreum grows in a little pool in
Punttukeidas in one of its southernmost Jocafions in Finland (Site 6, Fig. 6).
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Figure 6. Locotion of the sites with rare plant species in Kauhaneva mire system.
One of the most notable species in Kauhaneva—Punttukeidas 15 Sphagnurn molte,
which was found in eight of the 1 km2 quadrats (Sites 1, 2, 7-14, Fig. 6). In July 1994,
during an extremely dry period, Sphagnum moss carpets were typically very dry and
brown in Kauhaneva. Only stands of S. motte had been aHe to preserve water, and they
were very easy to find because of the green colour, even though the patches are rather
small, typically less than one square metre. Other regionally rare moss species in Kauha
neva are Helodium blandowii, Tornentypnuin nitens and Patudetia squarrosa, which grow in
the rich spring fen in Lähdespuska and in spring-fed spruce mires.
Sphagnum pulchruin grows irt Kauhaneva with S. majus and S. papitiosuni in typical
ombrotrophic hollows forming narrow sfrips along the margins of mud surfaces in the
central part of the ombrotrophic bog. Macrosubfossils of S. putchrum have been found
here only in the top 10 cm of the peat.
OIeg Kuznetsov studying a fringe of Sphagnum pul
chrum in the margin of a mud-bottom hollow in the
centre ofBog 1. Photo Raimo Heikkilä 1994.
A patch of Sphagnum molle (Iight green), with
abundant Drosera rotundifolia, among dry 5. papil
losum and 5. compactum in the northern part of
Aapa II. Photo Raimo Heikkilä 1994.
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4.2 Site types ofthe study area
Mire sites of Kauhaneva can be divided into two types according to the way they receive
water and nutrients: ombrotrophic mires (bogs) receive only atmospheric water, whe
reas minerotrophic mires (fens) receive, in addition, water from the mineral soil. Aito
gether 45 site types have been indentffied in Kauhaneva mire system (Tabies 1 to 5).
4.2. 1 Minerotrophic mires
4.2.1.1 Spruce mires
Spruce mires are minerotrophic mires, with hummock and intermediate level vegetafion.
Spruce (Picea abies) andjor deciduous frees and shrubs (e.g. Betula pubescens, Ainus giutin
osa, Satix species) form the tree and shrub layers. Vegetafion in the field layer is domina
ted by grass and herb species (e.g. Calamagrostis purpurea, Equiseturn sylvaticum, Cirsiurn
helenioides), with Vacciniunz myrtiltus and V vitis-idaea. The ground iayer consists of forest
moss species and Sphagnum species (e.g. Potytrichurn comrnuize, Pleutoziunz schreberi, Sphag
nimi girgensohnii, 5. centrate).
Table 1. Spruce mire types in study area.
Site type No.of pattem Mean size o( pattem (ha) Iatalarea(ha)
Springspwce mire 3 0.6 1.8
Myrtillusspnicemire 2 0.8 1.6
Thin-peated spnice mire 1 0.5
Eguisetum sylvaticum spmce mire 1 0.9 0.9
lotal 8 0.7 53
Spruce mires are very rare in the study area and they form clearly less than one percent of
the whole mire area. Four different spruce mire types were found. Two patches of thin
peated spruce mire were found, one in Kauhaneva, near the southern end of Pitkäviita
and the other in Punttukeidas. Equaliy rare types are Equisetum sylvaticum and Myrtittus
spruce mires.
In the western part of the area there are two isolated patches of spring spruce mires,
and northwards from these is another small, but drained patch. These spring spruce
mires are the most species rich habitats in the whole study area. Tree layer is dominated
by spruce and shrub layer by Atnus giutinosa, A. incana, Salix species and Betula pubescens.
In the field and ground layers grow several nutrient-demanding species, e.g. Carex dioica,
?edicularis palustris, P sceptrum-carotinum, Helodium blandowii, Rhizomnium punctatum and
Warnstorfia exannulata.
4.2.1.2 Pine mires
Pine mires are oligotrophic, sometimes partly ombrotrophic mires where pine (Pimis
sytvestris) is the dominant tree species. Height of the pine frees is 6 - 10 m. Field layer is
dominated by dwarf shrubs (Ledum palustre, Vaccinium utiginosum, Chamaedaphne catyctt
tata, Betula nana, Empetrum nigrum, Calluna entgaris), or in some cases by Carexglobularis
or Eriophorum vaginatum. Different Sphagnum species (Sphagnurn angustifolium, 5. capil
lifolium, S. fuscum, 5. magetlanicum, 5. russowii) with some forest mosses (Dicranum
potysetum, D. bergerii, Pteurozium schreberi, Polytrichum strictuni) and Ctadina lichens are
characteristic for the ground layer.
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Table 2. Pine mire types in study area.
Site type No. of pattems Mean size of pattem (ha) Aita (ha)
Thin-peated pine mire 43 13 57.6
Thin-peated pine mirewith S.fuscumhummocks 7 1.5 103
E. vaginatum pine oire with 5. fuscum hummocks 2 52 103
Eriophommvaginatumpinemire 4 23 9.3
Carexglobuladsspmce-pine mire 3 0.6 1.9
Spmce-pine mire 1 0.6 0.6
lotal 60 1.5 90
Pine mires are especially common at the margins of the studied mire area. Patterns of six
different pine mire site types cover altogether 4% of the whole mire area. In most pine
mires in the study area, tree cover is very sparse and Sphagnum fuscum hummocks are
typical.
Thin-peated pine mires are the most common type of pine mires, and they occur as
narrow strips or small patches around forests on mineral soil. Some small Eriophorum
vaginatum pine mire patches can be found, especially in mire margins. Spruce-pine mires
are rare in the area, and only a couple of Carex gtobutaris spruce-pine mire patches in the
northwestern part of Kauhaneva and a patch of spruce-pine mire in northeastern part of
Punttukeidas exist.
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Eriophorum vaginatum pine mire in middle June in the margin ofbog VII. Photo Raimo Heikkilä
1985.
4.2.1.3 Fens
Fens (including oligotrophic, mesotrophic and meso-eutrophic fens) are open mires with
intermediate or flark level vegetation. Sedges and Sphagnum species form the dominant
vegetation.
Fens are the most common site types in Kauhaneva and they cover 30% of the total
mire area. Twelve different site types were found.
Table 3. [en types in the study area.
Site type No. of pattens Mean size of pattern (ha) Area (ha)
IaIl-sedge fen 29 6.0 174.3
Sphagnum flark fen 18 8.6 154.5
5.papillosum short-sedge fen 19 5.5 103.6
5. papillosum talI-sedge fen 8 1.4 91.1
S.papillosum fen with Sphagnum flarks 8 8.1 65.1
Short.sedgefen 16 2.9 46.3
5. papillosum short-sedge fen with 5. fuscum hummocks 5 4.7 23.6
Mud bottom flark fen 6 3.9 233
Herb-rich mud bottom flark fen 4 1.9 7.6
Swampytall-sedge fen 3 1.3 3.8
IaII-sedge fen with 5.fuscum hummocks 2 1.6 3.1
Short-sedge fen with Sphagnum flarks 1 2.5 2.5
lotal 119 5.9 698.8
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Thin-peated pine mire in the southeastern margin of Kauhaneva. Photo Raimo Heikkilä 1985.
Extensive taIl-sedge fens are typical in the aapa mire between the large ombro
trophic bogs of the Kauhaneva mire system. They occur also in the laggs of the bogs.
Most of the tall-sedge fens are Sphagnum fatlax tall-sedge fens, but also S. papillosum tali
sedge fens and S. papiltosum sedge fens with ftarks are common. Somewhat more rare are
tali sedge fens with S. fuscum hummocks or with surface water effect. Typical dominant
tali sedges in these fens are Carex lasiocarpa and C. rostrata.
Another common group of fens are low-sedge fens of which the most common site
types are low-sedge fens and S. papittosum Iow-sedge fens, typically dominated by Carex
pauciflora, C. timosa and Eriophorum vaginatum in the field layer
The third large group of fens are flark fens. The most common flark fen types are
Sphagnum -flark fens. In addffion, some patches of mud bottom flark fen and meso
trophic mud bottom ftark fens occur.
Low-sedge fen in the northern part ofKauhaneva. Photo Raimo Heikkilä 1985.
Wet flark fen in the southern part ofAapa II. Photo Raimo Heikkilä 1985.
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4.2.1.4 Rich fens
Rich fens are open mfres with brown mosses (e.g. Campylium stellatum, Cinclidium stygium,
Tomentypnum nitens, Limprichtia revolvens,) dominahng the ground layer. Eufrophic species
are characteristic also to the field Iayer (e.g. Saxifraga hirculus, Carex fiava, Eriophorum
latifolium).
There is only one, small, rich spring fen patch (0.1 ha) in the western part of Kauha
neva. Several demanding species grow in this spring fen, such as Tomentypnurn nitens,
Carex diandra, Poa alpigena, Carex dioica and Pedicularis sceptrum-carolin uni.
4.2.1.5 Combinaflon types
Combinafion site types are formed as a combinahon of spruce/pine mire types at hum
mock level and of fen/rich fen mire types at intermediate—flark level. Most of the combi
nation site types in Kauhaneva—Funttukeidas have pine mires in the hummock level and
oligotrophic fen at the flark level. There are thirteen different combination site types
covering 15% of the total mire area.
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Rich spring fen in Lähdespuska in late autumn. Photo Raimo Heikkilä 1975.
Tahle 4. Combination mire types in study area.
Site type No. of patterns Mean size o( pattern (ha) Area (ha)
Short-sedge pine (en 48 2.9 137
Shnrt-sedge pine (en with 5. (uscom hommocks 22 4 87.6
Tall-sedge pine (en 19 2.3 42.8
Short-sedge 5. papillosom pine (en 7 4.3 29.9
Short-sedge 5. papillosum pine (en with 5.(oscum hummocks 1 13.8 13.8
TaII-sedge pine (en with Siuscom hummncks 3 3.6 103
Short-sedge 5. papillosum pine (en with Sphagnom flarks 1 8.7 8.7
Pine (en with Sphagnum (Iarks 1 8.5 8.5
Herb-rich 5. papillosum pine fen with mud bottom (larks 1 4 4
Erinphorum vaginatum spruce (en 2 13 2.6
5. papillosu m tall-sed ge pine (en 1 1.3 1.3
Moliniacaeruleapine (en 1 0.4 0.4
Herb-rich taII-sedge birch (en 1 0.3 0.3
Tntal 108 3.2 347.8
0
Only two combination site type patches with spruce mires occur in Punttukeidas;
one is Eriophorum vaginatum spruce mire and the other is herb-rich tall-sedge birch fen.
The combinafion types with pine mires have either tall-sedge, short-sedge or flark
fen as an intermediate—ftark level part. Both tail- and short-sedge pine mires are most
common at the margins of Kauhaneva mire system. Pine mires with flark fens are rare in
the area.
4.2.2 Ombrotrophic bogs
Ombrotrophic bogs include forested and open mires as well as their combinafion types.
Height of the pine trees in ombrotrophic bogs is 3-5 m. Bogs are very common in Kauha
neva and they cover 50% of the whole mire area. Nine different ombrotrophic site types
were found.
Table 5. Ombrotrophic bog types in study area.
Sitetype No.ofpattems Mean sizeof pattem (ha) Area(ha)
5.fuscum bogwfth holbws 21 27.5 511.8
Short-sedge bogwith 5. fuscum hummocks 16 9.7 155.7
Empetrum-Fuscumbog 5 17.5 873
(alluna-fusuimbog 34 2.4 81.6
Short-sedge bog 9 15 67.9
Hollowbog 4 16.9 67.5
Dwarf-shrub pine bog 30 21 65.8
S.fuscum bogwith ombmtrophicshort-sedgebog 12 43 533
Dwarf-shrub pine bogwith S.fuscum hummocks 5 2.9 14.4
lotal 136 8.6 1171.7
Sphagnurn fuscum hollow bogs are the most common mire types in Kauhaneva. At the
centers of the concentric bogs flark level is dominated by hollows and pools, and at the
margins and in the eccentric bogs by drier, short-sedge bogs. The Caltuna-S . fuscum bogs
form the hummocks in both cases.
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Molinia caerulea pine fen in the northeastern part ofKauhaneva. Photo Raimo Heikkilä 1985.
S. fuscum bogs are also very common in Kauhaneva. They occur both in mire
margins and center, but the most extensive S. fuscum bogs are in the center. Both Catluna
and Empetrum-Fuscum bogs can lie found.
Short-sedge bogs are common and extensive mire type in the bog parts of Kauha
neva area. Most of the short-sedge bogs have some Sphagnum fuscum hummocks. On
carpet level they are dominated by S. angustifotium. There are also some individual hol
low bogs, although they usually occur as a part of a S. fuscum hollow bog combination
type.
Short-sedge bog in the southeastern part of Kauhaneva. Photo Raimo Heikkilä 1985.
Dwarf-shrub pine bogs, usually dominated by Ledum palustre, are rather common
at the mire margins. Dominance of Ledum patustre is characteristic for the southern dwarf
shrub pine bogs. Only one patch is dominated by Betula nana, which is the dominant
species in the northern dwarf-shrub pine bogs. Dwarf-shrub pine bogs with Sphagnum
fuscum hummocks are dominated by Ledum palustre and Cattuna vutgaris, of which the
latter is a characteristic species for western Finland.
Dwarf-shrub pine bog in the southeastern part ofKauhaneva. Photo Raimo Heikkilä 1985.
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4.2.3 Drained mire sites
Ditching in the study area has been only sporadic. Most intensive effects of ditching can
bee seen in Punttukeidas, where a several kilometers long ditch dissects the mire. The
drainage effect does not extend to a very large area, but along the ditch mires have been
dried to a considarebale amount. Most of the drained mires have been different types of
open and forested bogs, pine mires and fens.
Iable 6. Drained mire types in study area. The drained sites have been divided into three groups according to the change in vege
tation and tree stand, caused by ditching: 1) drained sites where the vegetation and tree growth have not signilicantly chan
ged after ditching (D), 2) drained sites where the vegetation has changed but it is stiil possible to determine the natural site type,
and where tree growth has improved due to ditching (C), and 3) sites which have changed to resemble mineral soil forest sites as
different kinds of peatland forests.
Site type No. of patterns Mean size of pattem (ha) Area (ha)
Thin-peated pine mire (D) 3 3.6 10.7
Dwarf-shrubpinebog(D) 4 1.6 6.4
Thin-peated pine mire (C) 5 2 6.1
TaII-sedge fen (C) 1 5 5
Myrtillus peatland forest 2 1.9 3.7
IalI-sedgefen(D) 3 1 3]
Short-sedge bogwith 5.fuscum hummocks (C) 1 3 3
Short-sedgebog(C) 1 2 2
Calluna-fuscum bog(D) 1 1.7 1.7
Springspruce mire (C) 1 1.2 11
Drained Polytnchum mire where the natural type is undeterminable 1 12 12
Spruce-pine mire (D) 1 1.1
Short-sedge pine fen (C) 1 1.1 1.1
Spnngsprucemire(D) 1 1
Moliniapinefen (D) 2 0.5
Short-sedgepinefen(D) 1 1
Swampy herb-rich spruce mire (D) 1 0.8 0.8
Sphagnum flark fen (D) 1 0.3 0.3
Short-sedge fen (D) 1 0.7 0.7
Total 33 1.5 51.1
0
Drained short-sedge fen in the northern part of aapa 1, JO years after ditching, with no significant
improvement in timber growth. Photo Raimo Heikkilä 1985.
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4.2.4 Forests and other habitats
Forests cover about 8% of the study area. Most of the forests are pine-dominated dry
heath forests of Cattuna site type. In the ground layer Cladina spp. and ?leurozium schreberi
dominate while the field layer consists of Catluna vuigaris, Empetrum nigrum subsp. nigrum
and Vaccinium vitis-idaea. Also a little more fertile pine forests of Vaccinium type and
Empetrum-Vaccinium site type are rather common. In those, Pteurozium schreberi and Dicra
num spp. dominate in the ground layer, and Vaccinium vitis-idaea, Empetrum nigrum subsp.
nigrum with sparse Vaccinium myrtillus form most of the field layer. There are also a few
patches of spruce forests of Myrtiltus site type. There Hylocomiurn splendens and Pleuro
zium schreberi form the ground layer, and Vaccinium myrtittus dominates in the field layer
Especially in mire margins there are many paludified strips of forests. Extremely dry
heath forests of Cladina site type are very rare in the study area. Ctadina spp. form the
ground layer entirely, and the field layer is very sparse.
Most of the forests are young. Only in Pitkäsalo they are oider than 100 years, but
also there the tree stands have been influenced by selective cuttings before the year
1950.
It has often been difficult to distinguish between thin-peated spruce or pine mires
and paludified forests on the basis of vegetation. Due to uneven peat depth, areas with
peat layer have been defined as mires and those without peat as paludffied forests,
when there has been vegetation consisting of mire plants.
In the marginal western siope of Pohjankangas esker there are a few small shallow
depressions, which have a special vegetafion. They are waterlogged in spring and early
summer, and therefore they are treeless. The vegetation consists of Potytrichum spp. in
the ground layer, and sparse Juncusfiliformis and Nardus stricta in the field layer.
In the study area there are two ponds with minerogenic water. In Maantielakso
beside the Pohjankangas esker there are sedges (Carex rvstrata, C. limosa) in the shoreline,
and in the bottom of the shallow pond grows Nymphaea tetragona. In Punttukeidas there
is a small pond with Sparganium hyperboreum.
In Pohjankangas there is a small old gravel pit in the national park with ruderal
vegetation on the bottom of, due to dumping of waste from a burnt house in the pit
around the year 1980. After the compilation of the species list in 1985, many anthro
pochorous species have already disappeared.
Iable 7. Forest site types and other habitats in study area.
Site type No. of patterns Mean size of pattern (ha) Area, ha
Callunatype 86 1.5 129.7
Empetrum-Vaccinium type 3 6.8 20.4
Vacciniumtype 12 1.5 17.4
Myrtillustype 7 2.1 14.6
Paludi[ied Vaccinium type 4 2.1 8.5
Paludified Callunatype. 23 0.3 7.5
Cladinatype 3 1.4 4.3
Paludified Empetrum-Vaccinium type 1 1.2 1.2
Empetrum-Callunatype 1 0.6 0.6
Waterlogged depression 6 0,4 2.5
Pond 2 5.5 II
Gravelpit 1 0.3 03
Total 149 1.5 218
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4.3 Structure ofmire system and complexes
Kauhaneva is a complicated mire system with several bog and aapa mire complexes
(Fig. 7,8). Ihere are three well-developed concenfric bog complexes which cover 36% of the
whole mire system, six eccentric bog complexes with 7% cover, one Sphagnumfuscurn
bog complex with 9% cover and four aapa mire complexes with 48% cover (Table 8).
Fig. 7. A false-colour infrared aerial photo ofKauhaneva mire system. Published by permission nr
80/M YY/O 1 of the Nationol &ord ofSurvey.
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Fig. 8. Mire complexes in Kauhaneva including three concentrig bog complexes (Bog I-Bog III), six
eccentric bog complexes (Bog IV-Bog IX), one S. fuscum bog compiex (&g X) and four aapamire
complexes (Aapa 1-Aapa IV).
4.3. 1 Site types ofbogs
4.3.1.1 Concentric bogs
Concentric bogs have ridges and hoilows surrounding the highest point of the bog in
concentric circies. The three concentric bogs in Kauhaneva are large and weli deveioped.
They ali have very distinctive morphological pattern consisting of wide areas of open
water pools and high (60 -70 cm), sharp-edged, Calluna-Fuscum hummocks. Old, dwar
fed, pines grow on hummocks. In the centre in addition to open water pools, there are
ombrotrophic holiows, dominated by Sphagnum majus, 5. tindbergii and 5. putchrum. On
the edge of the bogs, the hoilows are dominated by ombrotrophic short-sedge commu
nities with 5. batticum and 5. tenettum. Altogether 22 different site types were found from
these concentric bogs (Table 9).
The eastern bog (Bog 1) is largest (Tabie 1) and its surface patterning has developed to an
intricate network of hummocks and hollows. The centre is covered by 196, irreguiarly
shaped, open water pools, separated by broad hummocks. Most of the pools are iess
than 0.5 ha in area, but there are aiso few pools over one hectare (Fig. 8). The open water
poois cover aitogether 32 ha. Largest poois are concentrated at the gently sioping surfa
ces in the northern part of the bog. On steeper siopes on the eastern part and at the edges
of the bog, pools and hollows are narrower and eiongated aiong the contours. Hoilows
are here either mud bottom hollows or drier Sphagnum hollows dominated by 5. lindbergii,
5. majus or 5. batticum. In the west-southwestern part of the complex the surface patter
ning is more irreguiar and the mire types are hollow and short-sedge bogs. Minerotrophic
iagg on the western side of the bog can notbe disfinguished from the adjoining aapamire.
In the northern part of the bog, southwest from Nummikangas, a wet Sphagnum flark
fen forms a narrow lagg covering approximateiy 9 ha. Another clear minerotrophic lagg
(mud bottom ftark fen and short-sedge fen) has been formed at the southern edge of the
bog, covering approximateiy 7 ha. Small part of the eastern edge of the bog complex is
outside the current nationai park boundaries.
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The centre ofconcentric bog 1 with large pools. Photo Raimo Heikkilä 1975.
Table 9. Site type characteristics in three concentric bog complexes in Kauhaneva (for the location of individual complex see Fig.
3, for the abbreviations for drained mires see Table 6).
BogI Bogil Bogiil
Sitetype Area(ha) % Area(ha) % Area(ha) ¾
Sphagnum fuscum bogwith hollows and poois 204.5 63.0 207.! 65.0 48.4 8.0
5. fuscum bog with short-sedge bog hollows 30.1 9.0 97.8 37.0
Hollow bog 48.0 15.0 19.5 6.0
Short-sedgehog 9.3 3.0 14.2 4.0 9.4 7.0
Short-sedge bog with S.fuscum hummocks 2.1 0.6 39.1 15.0
Calluna-Fuscum bog 16.1 5.0
Equisetun sylvaticum spruce mire 0.9 0.3
Dwarf shrub pine bog 2.9 1.0
Thin-peated pine mire 0.4 0.1 3.0 1.0 2.8 1.0
Ihin-peated pine mire with 5. fuscum hummocks 0.8 0.3 1.6 0.6
E.vaginatum pine mire with 5. fuscum hummocks 1.8 0.7
Short-sedge pine fen 7.6 2.0 3.0 1.0 10.4 4.0
Short-sedge pine fen with S,fuscum hummocks 11.1 4.0
TalI-sedge pine fen 5.9 2.0
TaII-sedge fen 12.1 4.0 10.8 4.0
Short-sedge [en 2.8 1.0 2.0 0.6
Short-sedge fen with Sphagnum flarks 2.5 0.8
5. papillosum short-sedge fen 2.0 0.6 26.0 10.0
5. papillosum short-sedge fen with S.fuscum hummocks 13.2 4.0
Sphagnumflarkfen 6.6 2.0 12.5 4.0 1.0 0.4
Mud bottom flark [en 3.9 1.0 1.1 0.4
Herb-rich mcd bottom flark fen 1.4 0.5
Sphagnum fuscum hollow bog (C) 0.4 0.1
Short-sedgebog(C) 2.0 0.6
Ihin-peated pine mire (C) 2.4 0.7
Dwarfshrubpinebog(D) 1.2 0.4
Short-sedge pine [en (D) 1.0 0.4








Fig. 9. Size distribution of open water pools in the concentric bog complexes of Kauhaneva.
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Mud bottom hollow (black hol
low) in the concentric bog 1.
Photo Raimo Heikkilä 1977.
The middle bog (Bog II) is a iittle smaiier (Tabie 1) and there are less (90) open water
pools (Fig. 9) than in the eastern bog, but the site types at the centre are similar. The
centre (144 ha) is covered by Puscum holiow bog where the hollows are dominated by
S. lindbergii or S. majus. The open water poois are ali smailer than 1 hain area and they are
concentrated at the southeastern part of the bog, covering altogether 19 ha. Surrounding
the centre there are drier (i.e. no open water pools) ombrotrophic bogs either with hoi
iows dominated by S, majus, $. balticum or S. tenettum or with ombrotrophic short-sedge
site types. Minerotrophic lagg at the north and eastern-southeastern edge of the bog can
notbe distinguished from the adjoining aapamire. At the western edge of the bog compiex
the iagg between the bog and the minerai soii at Heikkurinpuska consists of tail-sedge
fen. Also near Pitkäviita, in the northeastern part of the compiex, patchy minerotrophic
site types (taii- and short-sedge fens) can be interpreted as forming a lagg. At the south
western edge of the bog there is a strip of Sphagnum flark fen between the two western
most bogs. This can hardly be regarded as lagg, since it is neariy ombrotrophic. At the
northeastern part of the complex there are different types of fens and pine fens, both
with abundant S. fuscum hummocks. Mong Nuolisalonkangas and Heikkurinpuska,
narrow strips of paiudified pine forests can he found.
The westernmost concentric bog (Bog III) is smallest (Tabie 1) and aimost freeless.
The central part has some open water pools (9 altogether, 0.6 ha totai area, Fig. 9), but
mostly it is covered by mud bottom or S. lindbergii, S. niajus dominated hollows. The
centre is only 46 ha. The drier part of the bog with $. batticum - S. teitelluni hollows is much
larger and sloping mainly to the west. In the upper parts the siope is rather steep and
hollows are very narrow and eiongated along the contours. Downwards hollows be
come wider, forming part of another, oider and larger concentric bog under the current
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dome. Clear, minerotrophic laggs have been formed mainly in the northern part of the
bog complex, where tall-sedge fens and short-sedge S. papillosum fens line the ombro
frophic centre. Even two small patches of mesofrophic sites (herb-rich mud bottom ftark
fen and Equiseturn sylvaticum spruce mire) can be found at the Iagg. Parts of the western
and southern edges of the concentric bog complex outside the national park boundaries
have been drained.
4.3.1.2 Eccenfric and Sphagnum fuscum bogs
Eccentric bogs have a parallel ridge - hollow pattern which is perpendicular to the hyd
rological gradient. Ridges in eccentric bogs are rather low, usually some 20-30 cm. Six,
small (9-4 1 ha) eccentric bogs can be distinguished in Kauhaneva mire. Of the three bog
complex types in the study area eccentric bogs are smallest covering on average 30 ha.
Altogether 16 site types were found in these eccentric bogs (Tahle 10).
There are two eccentric bogs in the northern part of Kauhaneva, east of Pitkäviita,
(Bogs IV, V, Table 2, Fig 7,8). In the northenmost bog, a clear eccentric pattern can he
distinguished only from two separate patches, covering together fifth of the complex
area. The rest of the bog complex is covered mainly by different pine mires. Few small
patches of flark and S. papitiosum fens are situated in the northern part of the complex,
where there is local ground water inftuence. 5.9 ha of pine mires and pine fens at the
western part of the complex have been drained.
The other eccentric bog (Bog V) southeast from Pitkäviita consists of different
types of pine mires. Central part of the complex is covered by eccentric S. fuscum bog
with hollows, where the hollows are covered with ombrotrophic short sedge bog com
munities. Minerotrophic lagg has not developed.
The eccentric bog complex southeast from Nuolisalonkangas (Bog VI, Table 2, Fig
7) has a core area of eccenftic S. fuscum bog with hollows, with patches of Calluna
-
Fuscum bog to the north and south. This core area is surrounded by short-sedge pine fen
with S. fuscum hummocks, part of which is outside the national park boundaries.
Tahle 10. Site types of eccentric bog complexes in Kauhaneva (for the Iocation of individual complexes see hg. 3)
BoglV BogV BogVI BogVlI BogVIll BogIX
Site type Area (ha) % Area (ha) % Area (ha) % Area (ha) % Area (ha) % Area (ha) %
Sphagnum fuscum bogwith hollows
and poois 6.0 15.0
S.fuscum bogwith short-sedge bog
hollows 72 9.0 12.7 43.0 3.8 3.0 16.0 39.0 15.5 100.0 2.0 21.0
Calluna-Fuscum bog 1.5 4.0 1.5 5.0 6.? 23.0 6.3 15.0 1.5 16.0
Dwarfshrub pine bog 0.8 2.0 0.2 0.7
Ihin-peated pine mire 4.8 3.0 11.1 41.0 4.2 10.0 0.4 4.0
Ihin-peated pine mire with 5.
fuscum hummocks 0.6 1.0
CarexgIobulasspruce.pinemire 02 03
Short-sedge pine fen 4.0 10.0 2.0 7.0 2.5 8.0 3.8 9.0 1.5 16.0
5. papillosum short.sedge pine fen 4.0 10.0
5. papillosum short-sedge pine fen
withS.fuscumhummocks 113 29.0 1.4 5.0 143 48.0 4.0 43.0
Moliniapinefen 0.4 1.0
IaII-sedge (en 2.0 13.0
5. papillosum taII-sedge fen 03 0.8
5. papillosum short.sedge fen 12 3.0
Sphagnum flark (en 0.4 1.0
Mud bottom flark (en 0.4 .0
Short-sedge fen (C) 1.1 3.0
Ihin-peated pine mire (C) 8.0
Calluna-Fuscum bog (0) 4.0
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Table II. Site types of Sphagnum fuscuni bog complex in Kauhaneva (for the Iocation of the complex see Fig.6)
Bog X
Sitetype Area(ha) %
Short-sedge bogwith 5.fuscum hummocks 63.5 29
Empetrum S.fuscum pine bog 87.5 40
Dwarf shrub pine bog 5.7 3
Dwarf shrub pine bog with 5. fuscum hummocks 10.8 5
Ihin-peatedpinemire 0.7 03
Ihin-peated spruce mire 0.1 0.1
Tall-sedge pine fen 1.2 0.6
IaII-sedge pine fen with 5. fuscum hummocks 3
IaII-sedge fen 5.5 3
5. papillosum tall-sedge fen 7 3
5. papillosum short-sedge fen 7.2 3
5. papillosum short-sedge fen with 5. fuscum hummocks 3
Dwarfshruhpinebog(D) 3.3 2
Thin-peated pine mire (D) 0.4 0.2
E. vaginatum pine mire with 5. fuscum hummocks (C) 6.8 3
E.vaginatumpinemire(C) 4.5 2
Dwarfshrubpinebog(C) 4 2
Myrtillus peatland forest 3.3 2
Total 2 17.6
The eccentric bog complex in the southeastern part of Kauhaneva, east of Pitkäsalo,
(Bog VII, Table 2, Fig 7,8), is somewhat larger and wetter than the eccentric bogs in the
northern part of Kauhaneva. The eccentric pattern is again clearest in the centre of the
complex. In the eastern part hollows are mud bottom hollows and in the western part
they are dominated by S. balticu;n. The S. fuscurn bog with hollows is surrounded by
Caltuna - Fuscum bog in the west and short-sedge pine fen in the south and east. Narrow
strip of paludffied pine forest lines the complex in the east and northwest.
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Eccentric bog VII. Photo Raimo Heikkilä 1985.
The eccentric bog in the southwestern corner of the area (Bog VIII, Table 2, Fig. 8) is
only partly inside the national park boundaries. The part, approximately two-thirds, of
the $. fuscum bog with hollows that has been left outside the national park has been
drained.
Southeast from Bog VIII, a rather small (9 ha) eccentric bog complex (Bog IX, Table
2, Fig. 8) has been formed. The clearest eccentric part is in the northwestern corner of the
complex. South from this is a small area of Cattuna-Fuscum bog. Most of the complex is
covered by short-sedge pine fen.
There is one, rather large, 5. fuscum bog complex in Punttukeidas. The most com
mon site types at the complex are Empetrum-fuscum bog and short-sedge bog, covering
approximately 70% of the total area. The eastern part of the complex has been drained
and the sites (mainly different types of pine mires) are iii different stages of drainage
succession. In the south-western part, the ombrotrophic centre is lined with a narrow
strip of short-sedge S. papitiosum fen. In northeastern part the short-sedge bog is dis
sected with a long, narrow strip of tall-sedge fen. To the west and north of this part,
short- and taIl-sedge 5. papitlosunz fens form a lagg zone between the ombrotrophic
centre and the mineral soil at Punttusalo. The northwestern corner of the complex is
outside the nafional park. fourteen site types were found from this S.fuscum bog comp
lex (Table 11).
4.3.2 Site types ofoapamires
Four separate aapamire complexes can be distinguished in Kauhaneva mire system. The
largest aapamire (Aapa II, Table 12, Fig. 7,8) extends through the whole mire system
from north to south and covers over 800 ha. The other three aapamires are much smaller.
Aapamires at Kauhaneva are mostly only weakly minerotrophic. The clearest string -
flark pattern has developed in to the middle part of the Aapa II. Other aapamires are
mostly patternless. Altogether 42 different site types were found in the aapamires
(Table 12).
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Sedge fen in the southern part ofaapa II. Photo Raimo Heikkilä 1985
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The aapamire in the northwestern part of Kauhaneva (Aapa 1, Table 4, Fig. 7,8) is partly
ombrotrophic (23% of its area), site type being mostly short-sedge bog. In many site
types, a process of ombrofrophicafion is taking place, which is reflected in the abundance
of Sphagnum fuscum hummocks. Similar situation occurs also in some marginal north
western parts of Kauhaneva (Aapa II, table 4, Fig. 7, 8,). Site types in the centre of the
complex are different types of short-sedge fens covering rather large, uniform patches.
Site types at the edges of the complex occur in smaller patches and represent different
types of open fens, pine fens and pine mires. The most nutrient rich sites (spring spruce
mires) of the Kauhaneva mire occur at this aapamire complex; one near Heikkurinpuska
and the other at the southeastern corner. Almost fourth of this aapamire complex is
outside the current nafional park boundaries.
The general structure in Aapa II is similar to the Aapa 1, so that in central parts of the
complex individual site types cover large areas, and at the edges, and exceptionally
across the whole complex to the west from Pitkäsalo, much smaller areas. In the nort
hern part of the aapamire, there is a thin-peated, sloping area with a mixture of small,
open fens and short-sedge pine fens. The clearest string-flark pattern has developed in
the Sphagnum and mud bottom flark fens situtated between and south from the Bogs 1
and II. Flark fens, short- and tall-sedge fens and S. papillosum fens are the most common
and the most extensive site types, covering altogether 61% of the mire complex. On the
margins of the mire complex dwarf-shrub pine bogs, short-sedge pine fens and S. fuscum
bogs dominate.
The small aapamire, west of Punttukeidas (Aapa III, Table 4, Fig. 8), consists mainly
of short- and tall- sedge S. papillosum fens. There is a mesofrophic flark-fen site with
abundant S. molle, Carex panicea and Rhynchosporafusca.
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Transition mire with Iow Sphagnum fuscum hummocks in the northern part ofAapa 11. Photo Rai
mo Heikkilä 1985.
At Laksoneva, (Aapa IV, Table 4, Fig. 7,8), the aapa mire complex consists of ftark
fens at the centre, lined from both sides by S. papiltosum fens and short-sedge fens.
4.3.3 Communities
Most treeless ombrotrophic and oligotrophic mire sites have a mosaic structure of vege
tafion cover (combinafion types), because dominant species (mosses, grasses) have a
small-scale variafion in distribution according to differences in ecological conditions
(water table, pH, nutrient content). Typical treeless mire communities are small in size,
ftom one to some tens of square metres. Only tail sedge communities can sometimes be
wider. In many combination types there are from 2 to 4-5 communities.
Structure of some mire sites of Kauhaneva was studied along two profiles across
two concentric bogs and one aapamire. Most of the 27 sites described along the profiles
were combinafion types including more than one community (Tabies 13,14). The relevs
give a fuli picture of the species composition of the communffies (Appendix 3).
4.3.3.1 Communities of concentric bogs
Central parts of concentric bog complexes are occupied by a ridge-hollow-pool mire
sites with variating proportion of different elements. Ridges generally cover 20-30% of
the sites.
On ridges dominate the communities belonging to associations Cattuna vutgaris —
Empetrum nigrum
— Sphagnumfuscum, Cattuna vuigaris — Sphagnumfuscum — Cladina spp.
and Cattuna vuigaris — Cladina spp. (Appendix 3). A succession series of young Sphagnum
fuscum hummocks to old hummocks dominated by Cladina spp. was observed. On the
Ctadina hummocks there is practically no peat accumulation. Pools without vegetation
occupy 30-50% of the sites. Hollows have a large variafion in size and water level. Young
hollows (lawns) are usually dominated by associafion Eriophorum vaginatum — Sphagnum
balticum, sometimes there are Eriophorum vaginatum — Sphagnum communities with





Flarks and strings of on aapamire in Punttukeidas (Aapa III). Photo Raimo Heikkilä 1985.
Sphagmtrn tindbergii, S. tenellunz and S. papittosum (Appendix 3). In deep wet hollows
main communities are Scheuchzeria patustris — Sphagnum majus. In the middle of the hol
lows typically there is no moss layer, but only some hepatics and algae. There Rhyn
chospora aiba and Drosera angtica are common (Appendix 3).
Table 13. Structure of vegetation cover of mire sites in concentric bogs (For the Iocation of the reIevs see Figs. 10 and II).
NumberofreIevand nutnentstatus Elemento(micmielief % Pbntcommunity(associatioo)
23Ombm









21 Ombro hummock 20 Sphagnetafusci + Sphagnetabaltici
carpet 80
24 Ombm iidge 20 Sphagnetafusci + Sphagnetalindbergii
hollow 80
25 Ombw dge 15 Sphagnetafusci + Sphagnetapapillosi
carpet 70
hollow 5





II Ombm(dys) tidge 30 Cladineto-Sphagnetafusci + pools
hollow 10
pools 60
lJOmbm ridge 25 Oadineto-Sphagneta(usci + Sphagnetabakici
hollow 75
4.3.3.2 Commumties of aapamires
The profiles 1 and II go across the marginal and poor parts of Aapa II. Mostly the vegeta
tion along the proifies is not very typical for aapamires. There were found patterned and
homogeneous mire sites which are mainly oligotrophic (Table 14). Ombrotrophic hum
mocks are common in most sites with associations Empetruni nigrurn — Sphagnuinfuscurn,
Catluna vutgaris — Sphagnum fuscum and Empetrum nigrum — Sphagnum mageltanicurn
(Appendix 3). On the carpets (dry Sphagnum flarks) the main associations are Eriophorurn
vaginatum — Sphagnum papiltosum and Trichophorum cespitosum — Sphagnum papittosurn
(Appendix 3). In these communffies frue minerotrophic species are more or less lacking.
In sites with ground water seepage typical minerotrophic communities are found: Carex
lasiocarpa — Sphagnurn papittosum and Carex rostrata — Sphagnum papillosum (Appendix 3).
More wet ftarks with sparse vegetation are sporadically distributed along the profiles.
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Table 4. Structure of vegetation cover of mire sites in aapamires (For the location of the relev6s see Figs. 10 and II.
N umber of relev6 and nutrient status Element of microrelief % Plant community (association)
26 Oligo (Minero) hummock 10 Sphagneta majusi + Sphagneta papillosi
carpet 40
flark 50
6,7, 13 Oligo (Minero) carpet 100 Cariceto
- Sphagneto papillosi





In the northern part of Aapa II there is a wide sloping mire area with a very shallow peat
layer (re1evs 1-6, see Table 14). There are numerous small patches of ground water
seepage from the sandy esker below the mire. In such places and below them along the
siope there is a very complex vegetation mosaic where mesotrophic strips vary with
ombrofrophic sparsely pine growing bogs. This area is included in Aapa II as a marginal
part.
4.4 Hydrological patterns of the mire
The main siope in Kauhaneva is from north to south and southwest. The total height
difference in the mire system is approximately 15 m (from 175 m a.s.l. in the north to 160
m a.s.1. in the south, distance being 7km). From the northeastern part of the mire comp
lex most of the surface waters flow to the south between the two easternmost concent
ric bogs. Part of the waters from the easternmost concentric bog flow to the river
Kauhaluoma in the east. Most of the surface waters from the southern part of the mire
complex ftow to the river Aunesluoma (Fig. 10).
A little brook flowing from the spring in Löhdespuska into Katikanluoma. Photo Raimo Heikkilä
1985.
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Pitkäviita functions as a water-divide in the northern part of the mire. To the west
of Pitkäviita, surface waters flow towards northwest to brook Kafikanluoma. There is
some groundwater seeping into the mire from the esker in northeastern soligenous part
of the mire system, and flowing between the two eastern concentric bogs, since the
track between the two bogs has remained minerotrophic. Some groundwater inftow, in
a form of small springs, was also detected in few places in the middle of the mire bet
ween the two large concentric bogs. Runoff from surrounding mineral soils is reflected
in the occurence of minerotrophic mires at the edges of the complex.
In the eastern part of the mire, there is a flowless primary lake, Kauhalampi. The
lake, however, has typical characteristics of a pool in an ombrotrophic bog. Probably
deposition of peat on the bottom of the lake prevents contact to the mineral soil and
minerogenic waters.
In the western part of Kauhaneva there are couple of ditches, which have not had a
very strong effect on the mire vegetation. There are also two ditches from Kauhalampi,
to the east and southwest, but they have been almost overgrown. The two ditches through
Punttukeidas have clearly changed the hydrology and vegetation in this part of the
mire. The eastern ditch has been dammed in the late 1980s, and the hydrological condi
tions have partly recovered.
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Fig. 10. Main drainage ways in Kauhaneva mire system.
4.5 Genesis and stratigraphy ofKauhaneva mire system
0
Genesis and stratigraphy of Kauhaneva mire system was studied along two transects
(Figs. 3, 11-12). The central part of Kauhaneva mire system has developed as a resuit of
paludification of two shallow depressions (Fig. 11). Two radiocarbon datings from the
bottom peat and sapropel layer of the eastern depression, show that paludification started
7940 ± 110 years B.P (LU-3417) and 8080 ± 80 years B.P(LU-3416). Datings are not
calibrated. Between the depressions, there is a small elevation of mineral soil, which is
clearly depicted on the stratigraphic secfions (Fig. 11).
The study fransects cross the two easternmost concentric bogs and part of the
aapamires (Figs. 11, 12). Deepest peat deposits, 4.5meters, or with gyttja layer 4.7 mefres,
are in the concentrig bogs. The thickness of the minerotrophic peat below the ombro
trophic layer varies between 0.5m to 2.7m, and the thickness of the ombrotrophic peat
varies between 1.0 — 2.9 m. The peat Iayer of aapamires is considerably thinner, only 1-3
metres.
The reconstrucfion of the dynamics of the vegetation of the mire is based on macro
fossil analysis from 29 cores. Ten sample sites, which are interesfing and most important
for the reconstrucfion, are presented here. Four of these sampies were from the eastern
concentric bog, two from the middle concentric bog and four from the aapamire. Special
attention was paid to the development of the small-scale surface patterns on the bogs:
ridges, hollows and pools.
Peat types Eutrophic (1-4): 1) Carex, 2) Carex-Sphagnum, 3) Equisetum-Sphagnum, 4) Bryales; Mesotrophic (5-14):
5) woody-Carex, 6) woody-Eriophorum, 7) Carex, 8) Scheuchzeria, 9) Eriophorum, 10) Carex- Scheuchzeria, II)
Carex-Eriophorum, 12) Carex-Sphagnum, 13) Scheuchzeria-Sphagnum, 14) Sphagnum; Ombrotrophic (15-22): 15)
Eriophorum vaginatum, 6) Scheuchzeria, 17) Eriophorum vaginatum-Scheuchzeria, 18) Erlophorum vaginatum
Sphagnum, 19) Scheuchzeria-Sphagnum, 20) Fuscum, 21) Magellanicum, 22) hollow Spagnum; 23) gyttja with macro
fossiis, 24) sand, 25) water. 26) degree of decomposition (%), 27) number of core.
M
Fig. II. A stratigraphical cross-section of the peat deposits of on aapamire and a concentric bog
along transect 1, peat sampling sites for macrosubfossil analysis below and numbers for reIevs
above the profile. Explanations for the symbols for stratigraphic profiles:
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The eastern concentric bog is currently occupied by extensive ridge-hollow-pool
mire site. The stratigraphy and genesis of these microtopography forms were studied in
the northwest part of the complex (Figs 11-14, cores 12-14, 29).
m 20 40 20 20 30 60 20 40 20 20 20 10 10 20 10 30 60 20 40 30 60 30 60 20 10 20 %
Fig. 13 Macrosubfossil diagrnm for site/core 29 (hollow). R degree of the decomposition ofpeat
in %. Nutrient level of the palaeocommunities: 0 = ombrotrophic, OL = minero-oligotrophic,
M = mesotrophic.
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Fig. 12. A cross-section of two raised bogs along transect II and sampling sites for macrosubfossil
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The development of present hollow was studied at two cores, 29 and 13. In both
hollows the current ptant cover is formed by Scheuchzeria pattistris together with several
Sphag7lum species (5. majus, 5. papiltosum, 5. balticum, 5. rubellum, 5. tiizdbergii).
Lake sediments where found only at the bottom of one core, from the deepest
point in the eastern kettle (core 29, Fig. 10). At the time (7940 ±110 B.P, LU-3417) when
this kettle was fihled up with shallow water, Equiseturn fiuviatite dominated the herb
vegetation. In addition, remains of Typha sp., Schoenoplectus tacustris, Potarnogeton sp., Scor
pidium scorpioides and Caltiergon giganteum were found in the bottom (20 cm) sapropel
layer.
The shallow water body gradually fihled in and there was, probably a rather fast,
succession of vegetation towards more drier communifies. First, a short-living quaking
mire with Menyanthes trifotiata-Sphagnum subsecundum + 5. teres community developed,
and after that a sedge-Sphagnum (Carex lasiocarpa-Sphagnu;;z centrate) community for
med.
The sedge-Sphagnum community gave way to a more flooded sedge- Menyanthes
trtfoliata community and then to the sedge- Sphagnum majus community. In the peat
formed by the latter, remains of minerotrophic plants were found for the Iast time. At
that time the mire surface was 164.2 metres above sea level. When the ground water
supply from the adjacent mineral soils stopped, the ombrotrophic phase of the mire
development began. Increase of Scheuchzeria palustris, Sphagnum papittosum, 5. batticum
and 5. rubettum and the disappearance of minerofrophic species (e.g. Menyanthes trifoliata,
Carex rostrata and Carex lasiocarpa) indicate the transition to the ombrotrophic stage
of development. This is a primary hollow. In its development hummock stages with
Sphagnurnfuscunz are absent.
The transition to the ombrofrophic phase took place in the Bog 1 at the time when
the mire surface had reached 164.0-164.4 m a.s.I. and in the Bog II at 162.5 m a.s.1. The
minerotrophic peat Iayer is Iess than one metre in the Bog II and 1.0
- 2.0 meters in the
Bog 1. The ombrofrophic peat layer is on average 2.7 metres thick in both bogs. Because
of the lack of datings, we do not know when the transition to the ombrotrophic phase
happened and if it happened at the same time in both bogs.
Since the beginning of the ombrotrophic phase, vegetafion has been dominated by
hollow communities. During the development of the hollow, the humidity and plant
cover have changed several times, which is indicated by layers of both Scheuchzeria peat
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Fig. 14 Macrosubfossil diagram for sitelcore 13 (hollow).
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S. papittosum, S. majus and S. tindbergii. Sphagnum lindbergii was first recorded on the
depth of 1.5 meters, and its significance increased much in the upper layers of the peat
deposit.
Below another present Scheuchzeria-Sphagnum hollow (core 13, Fig. 12) we can see
different type of succession. The early minerotrophic phase resembles the earlier descri
bed situation and vegetation was dominated by sedges (Carex rostrata, C. lasiocarpa,
C. chordorrhiza and C. limosa) and species indicafing rather wet coniditions (Menyanthes
trtfoliata, Equiseturnfluviatile, Scheuchzeria palustris). But at the beginning of the ombro
trophic phase, instead of hollow communities, vegetation became dominated by
dry, ombrotrophic Ericates-Eriophorum vaginatum-Sphagnum fuscum community. The
Sphag-numfuscum stage probably lasted rather long and resulted in the accumulation of
1.25 m of Sphagnumfuscum peat. The present Scheuchzeria-Sphagnum hollow was then
developed on the Sphagnumfuscum community, and this is a secondary hollow.
During the development of the vegetation, several changes in the moss layer com
position were recorded. At the first stage Sphagnum majus dominated. The beginning of
the ombrotrophic phase was clearly Sphagnumfuscum dominated. It was replaced by
S. papittosum and S. balticum and nowadays $. majus, with an insignificant participation
of S. batticum is predominant again.
The development of present ridge was studied at core 12, which is situated near (3 m)
the core 13. The plant cover of the present ridge is formed by ombrotrophic Cattuna —
Sphagnumfuscum — Ctadina spp. communities.
Along the western edge of the shallow water basin, in the eastern kettle, pioneer
communihes were formed of Carex rostrata, Equisetumftuviatite, Sphagnum sect. Subsecunda
and Warnstorfiaftuitans. There are no lake sediments at the bottom of core 22 (Fig. 13).
The grass-moss layer on the bottom of the peat is dated to 8080 ± 80 years BP (LU-3416).
During the minerofrophic stage there was a succession from Equisetum-Carex rostrata
communifies to Scheuchzeria-Sphagnumfatlax + S. balticum communities. Transffion from
very wet minerotrophic communities to dry ombrotrophic communities is indicated
with a sharp increase in Sphagnumfuscum, Eriophorum vaginatum and dwarf shrubs. At
the depth of 0.75-1.00 m, there was an increase in peat humidity which is indicated by
increase of Sphagnum rubettum, S. batticum and S. majus iii the peat layer. After that Sphagnum
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Fig. 15 Macrosubfossil diagrom for sitelcore 12 (hummock ridge).




The depth of water in the current secondary pool (Fig. 16) is more than 2 metres. On
the bottom there is one metre of peat. Of that 75 cm is minerotrophic peat and 25 cm
ombrotrophic Scheuchzeria-Sphagizurn majus peat. The peat accumulation ended at the
height of 164.3 m a.s.1.
The central part of the western bog (Bog II) is occupied by a ridge-hollow-pool
mire site, where 30% of the total area is covered by secondary pools, 40% by hollows and
30% by ridges. The ridge vegetation is generaidy formed by Calluna vulgaris-Sphagntun
f-uscum-Cladina spp. community. Hollows are mainly Scheuchzeria-Sphagnurn or Sphagrzum
dominated.
Two cores from current hollows were studied. In the western kettle, with mineral
bottom heights of 161.5- 162.5 meters above sea level, paludification started from poor
minerotrophic sedge-Scheuchzeria communffies. The thin, 0.5-1.0 m, Iayer of mesotrophic
peats suggests, that the minerotrophic phase with sedge, Scheuchzeria-Sphagnum and
sedge-cottongrass communities was rather short (Fig. 17, 18). Most of the peat deposit in
the western bog is formed of ombrotrophic peat types, and it accumulated in Sphagnum
fuscum or Scheuchzeria-Sphagnum communities.
Sho6h.oria pWl.fri -Sph. njrn +
Sph. p+piiio.un, - Sph iindbergii
SchetEIeda ILIsfr1S . Sdi. flJL 4
Wamstorfia fluitans
Fig. 16 Macrosubfossil diagram for sitelcore 14 (pool).
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The first phase of mire development at the central part of the western bog complex
was dominated by minerotrophic Scheuchzeria-Carex rostrata pioneer community (Fig.
17). Very soon also Sphanum majus and S. papittosum appeared. Minerotrophic peat Iayer
is 85 cm thick. Changes of a hydrological regime are reftected as a transition to the
ombrotrophic phase, and the wet Scheuchzeria-Sphagnum community was replaced by a
community with Sphagnumfuscum dominance in the moss Iayer. This phase was probably
rather short as the S. fuscum peat is only 40 cm thick. After that, a secondary $cheuchzeria
Sphagnurn hollow was formed. The thickness of the ombrotrophic hollow peat is 2.1 m.
Some Sphagnurnfuscum communifies were permanent, and in them originated the pre
sent hummock ridges (Fig. 12, core 27).
In the western marginal part of the western concentric bog complex the develop
ment of vegetation (Fig 1$) is very similar to the hollow in the central part (Fig. 17). The
minerotrophic phase was perhaps shorter, since only 35 cm of minerotrophic peat was
deposited. The transition to the ombrotrophic phase took place when mire surface had
reached 162.5 m a.s.1. Increase in Sphagnumfuscum and disappearance of minerotrophic
species (Carex rostrata and Warnstorfia ftuitans) indicate the transition to the ombro
trophic phase. The stage with Sphagnumfuscum was probably longer than in the central
part and resulted in the accumulafion of 85 cm of peat. The Sphagnumfuscurn dominated
hummock community was replaced with Scheuchzeria-Sphagnum dominated hollow com
munity. During the hollow phase there has been some fluctuation of Sphagna (Fig. 18).
Some Sphagnumfuscum hummocks have not disappeared and stiil exist.
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Fig. 19 Macrosubfossil diagram for site/core 28 (Iawn/flark)





Stratigraphy and development of aapamires and minerotrophic watertracks were
studied mainly along transect 1, which follows the extensive aapamire formed between
the two concentric bogs (Figs. 11, 12, cores 10, 19, 21 and 28).
The strafigraphy of the aapamire between Bogs 1 and II was studied in core 28 (Fig.
19). The depth of the peat deposit is 3 metres. Until the topmost 25 cm, vegetation was
dominated by sedges, with Menyanthes trtfotiata and Scheuchzeria patustris indicating rat
her wet conditions. The whole deposit is minerotrophic, but in the topmost 25 cm there
are no typical minerotrophic macrosubfossils. Instead, first S. majus and then S. papit
losum and S. balticum dominate. In the present vegetation there are no indicators of
minerotrophy in general, but there are patches with Carex rostrata and “windows” with
groundwater flow.
The stratigraphy of an extremely poor aapamire was studied in cores 21 and 19
(Figs. 20,21). The stratigraphy of core 21 in a Eriophorum vaginatum-Sphagnum balticum +
S. majus flark (Fig. 21) showed that only 1 m on the bottom was undoubtedly minero
trophic peat. During the minerotrophic phase vegetation was dominated with sedges
and Menyanthes trifoliata, Scheuchzeria patustris indicafing wet conditions. In the depth of
1.6 m there was a probably rapid succession into more drier Eriophorum vaginatum-Sphag
num fuscum community. There accumulated 1 m of Eriophorum vaginatum-fuscum peat.
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In core 19 the peat layer is only 1.9 m deep (Fig. 21). Typical minerotrophic period
was short, too. Only 40 cm in the bottom is clearly minerotrophic peat. Minerotrophic
Scheuchzeria-Carex community changed into Eriophorum vaginatum-Sphagnum communi
ties. No Sphagnurnfuscurn stage was developed.
Core 10 (Fig. 22) is Iocated in a water track in the northern margin of the eastern
concentric bog complex (Bog 1). The sfratigraphy shows a continuous gradual succession
of this mire site. Up to present time vegetation has been dominated by a minerotrophic
Scheuchzeria-Carex community.
The northeastern part of the Kauhaneva mire system (Aapa II) is elevated 3-5 metres
above Bog 1 (Fig. 11). It is rather shallow (the peat deposit is from 0.3 to 2 metres) and
looks like an alternation of ombrotrophic and minerofrophic mire sites and plant com
munities, that is connected with their differentiated ground water supplying. The first
sedge-Sphagnum stripe occurs near coring point 3 along transect 1 (Fig. 11). The peat
deposit is completely composed of minerofrophic peats in the soligenous part at core 7
(Fig. 11). In that mire site water runoff is directed to the extensive water frack between
two central ombrotrophic mire complexes. The following site considered is aiready at
the ombrofrophic phase of its development. The transition of the mire site has evidently
occurred quite recently on the basis of the thin, about 0.5 m, Iayer of ombrotrophic peats
on the surface (Fig. 11, cores 8, 9).
The southern part of profile lis occupied by juvenile ridge-hollow mire sites. They
are formed of low ridges with Sphagnumfuscurn and S.magetlanicum in the bottom Iayer
(they occupy about 10% of the total area), carpet level communities with S.papittosum
and flood hollows with Sphagizum majus and little amount of S. lindbergii. S. papittosum is
an ombrotrophic species in these conditions. There are no species indicating minero
trophic conditions in those mire sites. The minerotrophic stage lasted for a short time
there, and it was occupied by poor Sckeuchzeria-Carex communities which produced only
50-70 centimeters of minerotrophic peat (Fig. 11, cores 17, 19). Only the southern margi
nal shallow part of the mire system around Pitkäsalo mineral island is occupied by an
oligotrophic Eriophorum vaginatum-Sphagnurn papittosum community with a participation
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Discussion
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5.! Fiora
About third of the fiora in Kauhaneva area consists of species occurring only in a few
quadrats, which is a typical feature in mapping of the fiora of areas covering at least tens
of square kilometres. In areas containing different kinds of habitats rather evenly, typi
cally there are only a few species growing ali over the study area (e.g. Suominen &
Varkld 1984, Varkld 1985). In Kauhaneva mires dominate the study area, and therefore
many common species of poor mires grow in every or almost every quadrat, forming a
bimodat distribution.
In the fiora of the Kauhaneva mire system boreal features are dominating. Even
though the southern species Carex panicutata has its giobally northernmost occurrence
adjacent to the study area (Hu1tn 1971, Suominen & Varkki 1984) northern species are
typical especially in mire ftora. For example Betula nana, Pedicutaris sceptrum-carolinum
and Sphagnum tindbergii have a boreal and arctic distribufion (Hu1tn 1971, Isoviita 1970).
Sparganium hyperboreum is at its southern limit in Punttukeidas. It is aiso clearly conti
nental (see Hintikka 1963).
A more interesting phytogeographicai feature is that there grow both species of
maritime climate, e.g. Sphagnum motle (Heikkilä & Lindholm 1988, 1989) and continental
climate, e.g. Carex chordorrhiza, C. giobularis, C. toliacea and Ledum palustre (Hintikka 1963).
There are several rare species in the study area. Sphagnu;n motte is regarded as vul
nerable in Finland and in Russian Karelia (Rassi et al. 1992, HBaHTep & Ky3HeI4oB 1996),
and it is defined as a specially protected species in the new nature conservation act of
Finland. Some of the species found in Kauhaneva are regarded as regionally threatened;
Rhyizchosporafusca and Juncus stygius are vulnerable, and Poa alpigena, Pedicutaris sceptrurn
caroti;ium, Helodium blandowii, Tornentypnum nitens and Patudetia squarrosa in need of mo
nitoring in the province of Vaasa (Heikkilä 1990, Rassi et al. 1992). The records of Rhyn
chosporajusca,Juncus stygius and Carexpanicea were new to their 10 x 10 km grid squares
(see Varkki 1985).
Rhynchospora fusca growing in a flark to the northwest from Pitkäsalo. Photo Raimo Heikkilä
‘994.
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5. motte is one of the rarest Sphagnum species in Finland. GIobally it has an amphiat
lantic distribution pattern (Flatberg & Moen 1972). In Finland it is growing at its ecolo
gical and phytogeographical limits, isolated from the main distribution area (Heikkilä &
Lindholm 1988, 1989). In Finland 5. inolle is usually found at lawn level, in minerotrophic
sparsely treed short-sedge pine bogs or oligotrophic short-sedge fens. It grows only in
humid areas where the mineral soil is well drained and poor in nutrients. 5. motte forms
usually small pure stands, or mixed stands with Sphagnurn compacturn or 5. tenellunz (Heikkilä
& Lindholm 1988, 1989).
5. motte has been found in almost 30 localities in Finland, most of them in the sout
hwestern part of Suomenselkä watershed. Greatest deal of the known sites are in nature
reserves. Nevertheless the future of Sphagnuiit molle is in danger in several of the known
localities. For example purnping up the groundwater from the Pohjankangas esker, threa
tens to desfroy the site of 5. niotte in the northern part of Kauhaneva (Heilddä & Lindholm
1988, 1989).
5. pulcltrum seems to have a rather large ecological ampiitude, although in Finland
it is usually regarded as a minerotrophic species (e.g. Eurola et al. 1984, 1990, 1994). In
Elimyssalo in Kainuu 5. putchrum occurs in minerofrophic flark vegetafion together with
5. majus, S.jensenii or 5. tindbergii (Heikkilä et al. 1997). In Kauhaneva 5. putchrum grows
with 5. majus and 5. papiltosum in typical ombrofrophic hollows in the cenfral part of the
ombrotrophic bog. Because its macrofossils have been found only in the top 10 cm of the
peat, 5. putchrum has probably come to Kauhaneva rather late. The recent occurrence
might be due to atmospheric deposition of nitrogen, but there is no direct evidence to
support this hypothesis. 5. putchrum occurs in ombrotrophic bog vegetation also in
Mustaisneva mire in Kauhajoki and Kärkikeidas mire in Lauhanvuori national park in
Isojoki (Heikkilä & Lindholm 1989). According to Heikkilä et al. (1997), vegetation com
munity with abundant 5. putchrurn seems to be rather rare, and they have found only a
couple of referencens to such vegetation types (Osvald 1923, Ruuhijärvi 1960).
5.2 Vegetation and complexes
The mapping of the vegetafion was a complicated problem. The defining of the bounda
ries of site type patterns from aerial photographs and in the field is more or less subjec
tive, because sharp boundaries between site types are rare. Typically, vegetation is for
med of continuums where it is difficult to define where one vegetafion unit ends and
another begins. However, in a relatively large area with a high number of patterns it is
probable that the relafive areas of different site types are approximately correct. Using a
point grid would make it easier to quantify the areas of different site types (see e.g.
Dierssen & Dierssen 1984, Rummukainen 1998).
There is a lot of internal variation within site types, which is reflected by the mul
titude of different communities in different site types especially in concentric bogs (see
Sjörs 1948, Ma3HHT 1965, Masing & Paal 1998). In Finland such an approach has not been
widely applied (see e.g. Paasio 1939), but typically only site type level has been studied.
The study of communities gives much more information on biodiversity, but it is diffi
cult to apply in large areas.
The general structure of the three concentric bogs in Kauhaneva is typical for the
region; broad, irregularly shaped pools on the fiat domes, narrow, linear hummocks and
hollows on steeper slopes surrounding the cenfral plateau and poorly developed minero
trophic lagg (Eurola 1962, Aartolahti 1965). But there are differences in the extent and
distribution of site types between these three bogs. The bog complexes get smaller and
drier towards west. The centre of the eastern bog is covered with Fuscuin hollow bog
with open water pools or mud bottom and Sphagnum hollows. Towards west the open
water pools and mud bottom hollows are replaced with drier site types, e.g. short-sedge
bogs.
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The site type variafion at the eccentric bogs of Kauhaneva is not very diverse. The
most clearly eccentric part is always Sphagnum hollow bog with S. balticum dominating
at the hollows in most of the cases, and Catluna-Fuscum bog at hummocks. This clearly
eccentric part covers from 13 to 53% of the whole complexes. The rest of the complex is
covered by Calluna-Fuscum bog, paludified pine forest or short-sedge pine fen. Only in
the northenmost eccentric bog, a minerotrophic lagg with different types of fens can be
disfinguished.
Aapamires in the southern part of Kauhaneva have not developed sfring -flark
patterns but are instead rather uniform S. papiltosum fens, which is a typical feature for
the southern aapamires (Ruuhijärvi 1960, Eurola 1962). In the central part of the largest
aapamire, a pattern of strings and flarks has developed. This is one of the southernmost
sites in Finland, where a small-scale patterning can be disfinguished in aapamires.
In both aapa and bog complexes, when the complex is large enough, a general
structure can be distinguished with large, uniform patches of site types in the central
parts of the complex and smaller patch size at the edges of the complex. In Kauhaneva’s
three concentric bogs the average size of the Sphagnumfuscum bogs with hollows in the
centre varies from 21.3 hain the Bog 1,41.4 ha in the Bog II and 16.2 ha in the Bog III. The
patch size at the edges varies from 4.2 ha, to 4.8 ha and to 3.7 ha respectively. In Torronsuo
mire complex, the average size of the patches of Sphagnum fuscum bogs with hollows at
the central parts of the bog complex was 7.3 ha, whereas the average size of the mire site
type patterns at the edges was only 0.3-0.5 ha (Kotiluoto et al. 1996). The differences in
pattern size in the mire margins between Kauhaneva and Torronsuo is due to differences
in the surrounding mineral soil areas. Kauhaneva is surrounded by a very genfly sloping
esker, while around Torronsuo there are rather steep bedrock and moraine slopes and
small-scale variation in topography. The size of the few spruce mire patches in Kauhaneva
is similar to those in Torronsuo. In the bog centres there is similar difference which is
mainly due to climatic differences (Aartolahti 1965).
As far as we know, this is a first attempt to actually distinguish the different mire
complexes at site type level. Tolonen (1967) determined minerotrophic and ombro
trophic parts in numerous mires based on a very large material, but he did not separate
e.g. minerotrophic margins of bogs from actual aapamires. In Kauhaneva, we encounte
red two types of problems; first how to separate aapamire from a minerotrophic lagg of
a bog, and secondly, how to classify transifional mires, which are somewhere between
minerotrophy and ombrofrophy (Raeymaekers 2000). For example in the case of Aapa II
(Table 4, Fig. 3), the minerotrophic stripe between the two eastern concentric bogs was
considered to he an independent aapamire, since a clear string - flark pattern has been
developed. According to Aartolahti (1965) it is quite usual in North-Satakunta to have
minerotrophic, wet mires combined with the laggs of concentric bog complexes. Similar
structure — minerofrophic stripes defined as aapamires between ombrofrophic bog comp
lexes
— have been observed also in Kananiemensuo in the southern coast of Finland
(Tolonen & Seppä 1994). However, there is no string-flark pattern in the part of Kana
niemensuo mire defined as an aapamire.
Disfinguishing between minerotrophic aapamires and ombrotrophic bogs is not
always easy. Especially iii the northern parts of Kauhaneva, aapamires include also ombro
trophic sites. They seem to be in a transition into ombrotrophy. Similar problems with
fransitional mires have been encountered also in other parts of the country. For example
in Kainuu Heikkilä et al. (1997) were not able to separate minerotrophic oligo-trophic
sites ftom ombrotrophic sites on the basis of the field and ground layer composifion.
Thus the transffion ftom the minerotrophic to the ombrotrophic habitat is not clear on
the basis of the vegetafion data.
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5.3 Natural history
Most of the peatlands in the North-Satakunta region were inifiated on land uplift shores
(Aario 1932, Brandt 1948).The inifiafion time for the Bog 1 in Kauhaneva is approximately
8 000 14C yrs (8080 ±80 BP 7940 ±100 BP). Ylimysneva in Parkano, western Finland,
which is situated approximately 30 km east from Kauhaneva, is also approximately 8000
‘4C yrs old (8100 ±160 BP) (Huttunen 1990). In Kauhaneva 4.5 m of peat and in Ylimys
neva 2.4 m of peat has been accumulated in 8 000 years.
The general trend in the vegetetation succession of the two concentric bogs in
Kauhaneva has been from sedge dominated, minerotrophic, wet (Menyanthes, Equisetum
ftuviatile, Scheuchzeria) communities to ombrotrophic dry hummock or wet hollow com
munifies with different Sphagnum species dominating. This is a well documented frend
in the long-term succession of bogs after the deglaciafion in the boreal regions (Aarto
lahti 1965, Tolonen 1967, Elina 1985, E]IHHa et al. 1984, 1996, Elina & Kuznetsov 1996,
Foster & Claser 1986).
The general strafigraphy of bogs of southwestern Finland shows following pha
ses: the earliest limnic phase with plenty of Equisetum is followed with sedges, after that
Eriophorum vaginatum peat, followed by a phase with free stumps and at the top Sphagnum
phase (Aario 1932, Aartolahti 1965). In Kauhaneva the development of the two bogs
follows this line, except no tree stumps were detected.
In southern Finland the ombrotrophic phase has started at fairly different times
according to detailed microscopic peat analyses and C’4 datings: Laaviosuo, Lammi 5620
± 100 B.P (450 cm depth), Kaurastensuo, Lammi 3780 ± 110 B.P (360-370 cm), Varrassuo,
Lahti 8600 B.P, Nälköönsuo, Lohja, ca. 1900 B.P (depth 234 cm), Piilonsuo, Janakkala, ca.
3000 B.P (depth 82 cm), Haukkasuo, Valkeala, ca. 3535 ± 85 B.P (depth 108 cm), Konnun
suo, Joutseno, ca. 4000 B.P (depth 148 cm), Munasuo, Pyhtää ca. 3 500 B.P (Aartolahti
1965, Tolonen 1966, 1967, 1968, 1987, Donner et al. 1978, Tolonen & Seppä 1994). Thus it is
evident that different mires experienced the change from minerotrophic to ombro
trophic stage at very different times, also in a resfricted geographical area (Tolonen
1987). A transition into the ombrotrophic stage in a number of mires in Pribelomorskaya
lowland in Russian Karelia and Estonian mires is dated to 6500-7000 yrs. BP (EJJHHa 1971,
Elina 1985, Ilomets 1992). According to Tolonen (1987) there seems to be a general rule,
that maximum age of the ombrofrophic stage within european peaflands decreases north
wards.
Scheuchzeria palustris, Sphagnum magetlanicum, S. majus and S. papittosum can be re
garded as “indifferent” species in Kauhaneva, since they often occur in the transition
zone, both in minerotrophic and ombrotrophic peat layers. Also Aartolahti (1965) and
Tolonen (1967) regard S. magettanicum as a typical indifferent plant on the boundary of
the minerotrophic and ombrotrophic phases.
Hollows, which are formed at the places of minerotrophic herb communities, are
called “primary hollows” according to Russian mire reseachers (BoraHoBcKa5I-fHeH34
1936). The hollows arising at the place of more dry, ombrofrophic communities are called
“secondary hollows” (BoraHoBcKasI-fHeH3 1936). Both primary and secondary hollows
occur in Kauhaneva. According to EMIIHa et al. (1984) secondary hollows occur in Karelia
more often than primary ones.
According to Aartolahti (1967) the time of origin of the kermis and hollows in the
raised bogs of south-west Finland vary greatly: Linturahka, Mellilä; 3170 ± 105, Pitkä
suo, Urjala; 3220 ± 110, Raholansuo, Lieto; 2090 ± 105, Heinisuo, Renko, Hämeenlinna;
2090 ± 105. Nevertheless there seems to be two main periods for the development of
hummocks and hollows, one approximately 3200 and another approximately 2100 ‘4C
years ago.
In Laaviosuo, Lammi, ali hollows seemed to be secondary formations and relative
ly young, with one of the hollows dated to 2320 ± 110 B.P (Tolonen 1987). In plateau peat
bog Munasuo, Pyhtää, southeastern Finland, hummock peat was found under large hum
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mocks almost always down to the early wet phases of the mire development. Whereas
ali hollows seemed to lie secondary hoiiows and different ages. Oldest holiow was
dated to 1050 ± 60 BP (205-210 cm) (Tolonen & Seppä 1994). In another piateau bog,
Punassuo, Perniö two hoiiows have been dated to 1940 ± 130 BF (130-135 cm) and 1020
± 120 BP (50-55 cm) (Tolonen & Seppä 1994). The hollows at the piateau bogs near the
coast seems to be younger than hoiiows at concentric bogs further north in the interior
of the Country (Aartoiahti 1967, Tolonen 1987, Tolonen & Seppä 1994).
In several Karelian mires origin of secondary hollows have been dated to 2500 -
3000 yrs BP (EIIHHa et ai. 1984).
5.4 Concluding remarks
The study of a whoie mire system and its parts in relation to the system and each other
is needed for pianning and evaiuation of mire conservation. In addition to the present
work, thorough understanding of the drainage basin of the mire and its functioning, as
weii as understanding of the relafions of mire fauna to different scales in mires is neces
sary. In addition to areas and numbers of species, the structure and dynamics of the mire
must lie studied (cf. Virkkala et al. 2000, Aapala & Lindholm 1995). The present state and
future development of the mire cannot lie understood without knowledge of the deve
lopment history of it.
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PecepaT
EoiioTHan dncTeMa KayxaHeBa: 6o.ioTiible MacdHBbI,
pacTln’eJlbllocTb, clnopa II RUIIMHK
XeiiKidHnM R, JIHHJVCOnbM T., Ky3HeuoB O.J1., Aariana K., AHTHHHH B.K., Jb,srnOBa T.IO.,
ffleaenHH fl.D.
BonoTHble 3KOCMCTMM HM1OT Gonbmoe pa3Hoo6pa3lle H CMO)KHO cTpoel-rne. Hpn HX
113)RIeHHH BbI,aenseTcn HCKOHbKO CTKTyHMX ypoBHei OT UHO3OB (cHHy3Hii, accouHauHii)
JO 6OHOTHbIX CHCTCM (Cajander 1913, FaJTKHHa 1959, Ma3HHF 1974). BonoTHbIe ciicTeMbI,
aicuoqaiowae 6onoTHbIe MCCHBM 3HbIX THHOB, H1HOKO B BOCTOMHO11
cteHHocKaHJl4H. 3nech OHH COCTOST B OCHOBH0M 113 MaccHBos, OTH0CflWHXCH K C4rnrHoBbIM
oM6powo1JHbIM a aana THHaM. PaCTHTCJIBHOCTB 11 cTpaTHrpa4JPln oM6poTpo4JHMx C4JarHoBMX 11
aaa GonoT cDCHH0CKaHTI11H xopomo U3HbI 11 OHHCHM B MH0F0HCJIHHMX ny6n1iKaw-lax.
OnHalco zo HacToawero BMCH11 cna6o HCCHegOBaHM reHe3uc 11 J11HMHK CJI0)KHMX 6onoTHblx
CHCTeM.
4aunasi paöoTa »BJ1MTCM 3RLTT0M COBMCTHMX wCCneJwBaHHi 4rnHCKHX 11 pyCCKHX
6onoToBejB, BM110flHHHMX Ha 6onoioii CHCTM KayxaHeaa nnowaio 2506 ra,
paCllono)KeHH014 11 HUH0HJ1BH0M nape KayxaneBa-HoxbaHKaHrac B 3anaJwofl eHHnMWU1H 8
cpe4He6opeanbHoii 3oHe. HpH 110BCHHH 3TMX pa6oT CT8BHSIHCb anarni no c6nllwenrno 11
COFJJ8COB8HHIO MeTQZI0B Hccne4osaHnii, TMMH0HOFHH II 06beMy OCHOBHMX HOHMTH11,
HC110Hh3MbTX 4JHHCKHMH 11 CCKHMH 6onoToBqzaMn. BonbmnHcTso npoTHBope’rnii B xoje
pa6oTbl 6MJIH ycnemno npeojoneHM, a HCH0J1HHTMH B38HMHO O6OraTHJTHCb 3H8HHMMH CBOHX
Konner.
PaHee GbIna 11ccne4oBaHa 4nopa COCYJIHCTbTX paCTeHHil 11 HHcT0cTe6eMbHMX MXOB
H8flHOH8flbHOO napa KayxaHeBa
— iloxbnHKaHrac C HCH0HL30B8HHM MeTQa KBa1paT08
nnowam 1 KM2 (Heikkllj 1986), o6o6iueHHhIe 11 40H0HHHHM M8TH8J1M 110 4nope BKTIIOTIeHM
B 48HHIO paöo’ry. Ha HCCneJoBaHHoii THT0MH BMMBJTH0 173 BH8 C0Cy)JHCTbIX paCTeHHli 11
68 BHOB nacTocTe6enbHMx MXOB. ‘-IHCHO BM40B COCJJHCTMX paCTCHH1I a 1 KM2 BapHpyeT OT
30 jo 149, Hall6onee 6eHa 4rnopa KBa1paToB, BKH}0’-IaEOWMX B8XOBM 6onoTa, a Haw6onee
pa3Hoo6pa3Ha 8 MCTX BMXOJL8MH FHTOBMX BO4 11 CMHbHMM 8HTO11OFHHMM Bo34eiicTBpleM.
113 MXOB HaH6onee xopowo npecaaneo pa3Hoo6pa3ne poa Sphagnum ,11338 BIInoo H3BCTHMX
8 eHHnsHnHn, 3neeb scTpe’-laeTcsr 29 nnon. B ueno 4inopa 3TOO napa noaonbno 6enHan, 113
JjOB0flbHO PJLK11X M 3TOFO periioa eHHMHHnHH cnenye OTMTHTB TaKile BHnM: Rhvnchospora
fusca, Juncus stygius, Pedicidaris sceptrum-carolinum, Poa alpigena, Carex panicea, Spargan 1-
um hyperboreum, Sphagnum molle, Helodium blandowii, Paludella squaiosa 11 HK0T0bI
jpyrae.
BonoTHaM cnc-reria KayxaHeBa rncnioae 14 6onoTHMx M8CCHBOB, 143 HHX 10 SBM51IOTCS
OM6pOTpO4IHMMH C4J8PH0BbIMH (3— K0HU8HHCKH rpnnoBo-o3epKoBhle, 6— 3KCUHW11HCKH
rpnnoao-MoHa)KI1HHEIe, 1 — KycTapHH4KoBo-c4rnrHoBMfi), a 4 OTHOCHTCM K 1O)KH0M B8H8HT
aana Tnna (sedge aapa mires) co cna6o 3BHTMM MI1Kpopenbe4loM. OM6poTpo4rnMe THHM
M8CCHBOB (BepxoBnKH) 38HHM8IOT 52% nnowan CHCTeMM, a MHHepOTpO4)HMe (aana) —48%.
ilo aepnana a3p040T0CbeMKH 8 COHCT8HHH C H83MHMMH HCCH0B8HHHMH cocaanea
KapTa 6onan-ii.ix M8CTK0B (4aiw11 no pyeeKoli TepMHHonornn) nceii dHcTeMbI, onpenenen HX
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THHM (ilo KJIaccH4HKaw1MM Eurola, Kaakinen 1978, Ruuhijrvi 1983), ?nouWH K)KLOf0 BbI4es1a.
Ha KayxaHe3a BM5IBJ1HO OKOJIO 60 THHOB 6oJIoTHbIx y1IaCTKOB, qTO CBHTHbCTBYT 0 JIOBORbHO
BMCOKOM pa3HOO6pa3HFI ero CTHTJIhHOTO noKpona. OHaKo 3ecb HKTW{CKH He
HPCTBJIHM eBTpo4JHbIe THHM y’-IacTKoB, TK KK 6OJT0T0 3BH3TC5I cpeu MOLUHbIX
necaix 4n1oBuorJ15IuFiaJIbHbIx oTsIo)KeHHi, 4T0 o6ycnoBJIHBaeT cna6yio MHHPflH3UHI0
THT0BMX BOJI, HOCTflRJflHX a ero MI4HepoTpo4JHbIe qacTu.
Bonee 110fl0B141451 flfl0flLM (5 5-70%) KoHueHTpHT-1eCKHX BX0BHK0B 3HHM10T Tp5U0B0-
03K0BbI 14 rpazoBo-Moqa)KHHHo-o3epKoBbIe K0MHu1KCM (hullu y’IacTxoB) C MHOFOHCflHHMMH
BT0HilHbIMH 03KMH (295), 6onbmilHCTBo K0T0bIX He6lJIbfflHe (Meilee OJIHOTO reK-rapa). Ha
rpuax 14 KO4KaX 14 3THX KoMnfleKCax npeo6naIa1oT KyCTapHH’1KoBo-namaiiHHKoBbIe COO6WeCTBa,
xapaepie MM 0M6poTp0HhIX 6onoT HHM0CKHX perl’IoHoB EBp0nbI. Ha 6oilbmuHCTBe
3KcUeHTpW-IecKux BX0BHK0B 3Toi% CilCTMM rpWo3o-Mo’.ua14dHHHMe K0MH]1KCbI 3HHMI0T eee
HOflOBI4HbI HX HJIoWaJIH, Upil 3TOM apijy C THHH’IHO oM6poTpoHhIMH d2aLU’NMH fflH0K0 3BilTbI
MenKoocoKoBo-c4JarHoBbIe Cl Sphagnurn papillosum, Tp04wueCKHii cTaTyc KOTOpIIX MBJIeTC5l
HCKyCCH0HHLIM.
auHai1bHa5I CTPYKTYP ocex 4 6onoTHhIx MCCHBOB aana THH 5IBJISICTC14 Cfl0)KHOi, Ha FI11X
BMJIHH0 40 THil0B CTCTBHHMX 6onoTHbIx CTK0B (mire sites) H 11 111008 OCYWHHMX
yacTKoB. LaUHI4 C BbI)KHHMM MHKp0peJIbe4OM (KoilKoBaTo-MoaioiHHbIM, paBHFIHHo
Moqa)KHHHMM) 14 KOMHRCKCaMH CII6WeCTB 3HHM10T na HHX OT 15 jo 30%, apuy C HHMH
uJ110K0 pacnpocpaeui ocoKoBo-c4arHoBbIe, HyfflHue30-c4arHoBhIe 14 c0CH0B0-TpaB5IH0-
C4JaTH0BMe THIIM y’iacTxo. Ha olcpaiiKax aana 601101 I4MCTCH 14 oM6poTpo4]HbIe 4Ja[w11, a
TK)K MeJIK03aHe)KHMC o6neceHHble CTKH pa3Hoi Tp0JHocTH. PyccKue 6o]IoToBeJibt TaKHe
6onoTHbIe MCCH8M He OTHOCSIT K aaa Tuny, a BMJT511OT CaMoCToMTenbHhui Me3oTpO(j)Hhuii
0COKOBO-C4)8THOBM11 Till (}OpKoBcxasI 1975, Enuna u p. 1984), HMe101UH1i CBOH OCO6eHHOCTH
reeca 11 JaRbHei1UJe1i JIHHaMHKH 14 CT00H IM6POTpO4JHOCTH.
BbIHBJIeHHH reHe3Hca, 11 HHaMMKH 6onoTHoii CHCTCMII Ha Heii 6111111
il0JI0MCHhI 4B CTPaTHTPa(J)HTICCKHX 11p04)141151 o6eii H0T31)KHH0CTbE0 7,7 KM, Ha K0T0MX 14
29 CKB)KHHX cena il0JIp06Hhui 6oTaHHqecKuii HJTH3 Top4)a 110 PYCCKHM MeToJHKaM, J114
3X HF10HHhIX o6pa3UoB onpeeiie a6conIoTHhIii BO3CT ilo C14. Ha 0CH0BHHH HHhIX
6ohaHHilecKoro COCTaBa TOp41OB BbIH0JIHH PCKOHCTPYKUHJI W1HMHK11 PCTYTCR1H0CT11 B
0TRbHMX qacT5Ix KayxaHeaa.
F]Iy6HHa Top(J51H0i’1 3JI)K11 Ha KayxaHeBa ocTuraeT 4,5 Mehpa, 3 HaH6onee rny6oKo1i
ilCTM CHCTCMM HMCTCM TOHKI41 (20 cM) ciioii cauponenl. MoWHocTb CR014 3CX0BMX T0p4)OB
na oM6poTpo4)HMx Maccl-Iuax sapupye OT 1,0 o 2,9 Mehpa, HOJCTHhIIOWHC HX CR011
MHHep0Tp0()HMX (14 OCH0BHOM Hepexo4wblx) T0p4)03 HMCIOT T0JIWHHY OT 0,5 o 2,7 MeTpa. 3T0
CBHTCRhCTBT 0 pa3H0i JIR11TRbH0CT11 M11Hep0W0H0ii 14 oM6pohpo4n4oii CTaHi P814T1114B
PRHHhIX CT14X cHcTeMM. fny6l-iHbI TOp4J5IHOi1 3Bfl)KH il0J 0JH11M 11CCRC0BHHbIM MaccHBoM
aana THH BM4IOT OT 0,5 o 3,0 MeW0B, 8 pe CKB)KHH 3CCb epxue CR011 3J1)K11 (o
TJIy6FIHM 1,0 — 1,5 MeTpa) Cfl0)KHbI HyfflHUeBO-C41aTHOBMM II c4JaTHOBMM TOp4JaMH, He
coepanwx 0CTTK0B T11011’IHI MHHep0TpO4)HMX BH0B, HO t1CT0 Cl 3HHTRbHMM
KORHTIeCTBOM 0CTTK0B Sphagnumpaplltosurn. Taiuie Top4)a 14 OTRO)KMBWHC Mx HaJueocoo6IueCTBa
6MJI1u HM11 0THCHbI K 0sIHr0TpocHbIM (Me3ooRHroTpo4JHbIM 110 pyCCK01i TuHOROrIIM). 3
aJ1bHeiiU1eM Tpe6yeTcR 11P0BJHHC CflU11flbHMX uCcReJoBaHHii 110 BMHBRH11E0 KMTHCB
oM6powoclJHMx 11 MHHepoTpOlJM4EIx MecToo611TaHui 8 3JIW1HMX KUHMTW1CKHX
CJ10B14RX HH0CKHJI11il 11 5 .ZJpyTHX peruoilax.
YcTaHoBneH 3HaHTenbHhui KR0H il0BXH0CTH 6onora C ceepa na lor ui Ioro-3anaJ,
nepena,a BMCIT ClCT3BR14T 15 MeTpoa. O6pa3oBaHHe UeHTpaJ1bHlii aCTH CHCTMM KayxaHeBa
HaqaRlcb C 3a6oRaHBaHH51 JIBX HRICKHX eHpeccyi, 3HMTbIX B uiacowee spen
KlHIHTW1CCKHM11 BPXlBHKMH III II. 3 uepe BOCTI’IHlii KITROBMHM (sepxosHK 1) OKORO $
000 neT uiaaj (7940 + 11011.11., LU-3417) CH4CTB0B14H He6lJIbmlii MenKoBoJWhIii BOL0M C
30CfluiMH Equiseturnfiuviatile 11 C yqaCTHeM Typha sp., Schoenoplectus lacust,-is, Potarnoge






















































Appendix 1. Vascular plant and bryophyte species found in Kauhaneva-Punttukeidas. The (igures show the number oli square
kilometre quadrats with records o( each species. The total number ol quadrats was 34.
Vastular fiora of Kauhaneva-Punttukeidas
Achilllea milliefohum Cerastium fontanum 2
Achillea ptarmica 2 (henopodium aibum 2
Cirsium helenioides 3Agrostis canina 6
Agrostis capilllaris (irsium paiustre 4
Aichemifla monticoia Convallaria majahs
Ainus giutinosa 2 Crepis paludosa
Ainus incana Dactylorhiza maculata 10
Aiopecurus aequaiis 1 Deschampsia cespitosa 6
Alopecurus geniculatus 2 Deschampsia flexuosa 21
Andromeda pohfoha Drosera anglica 23
Angehca sylvestris 2 Drosera rotundifoha 34
Antennaria dioica Dryopteris carthusiana 5
Anthoxanthum odoratum 2
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi 6 Elymus repens 2
Athyrium filix-femina z Empetrum nigrum subsp. nigrum 34
Epilopium angustifolium 16
Betula nana 34 Epilobium palustre 4
Betula nana x pubescens Equisetum fluviatHe 5
Betula pendula 21 Equisetum palustre 2
Betula pubescens Equisetum sylvaticum 13
Eriophorum angustifolium 32
Calamagrostis canescens Eriophorum vaginatum 34
Calamagrostis epigejos 15
Calamagrostis purpurea subsp. phragmitoides 12 Festuca ovina 4
Calamagrostis stricta 2 Festuca pratensis
CaIIa palustris Festuca rubra subsp. rubra 2
Callitriche palustris Filipendula ulmaria
Calluna vuigaris Frangula ainus
Caltha palustris 3
Calystegia sepium subsp. sepium Galeopsis bifida 3
Carex acuta 8 Galium palustre
Carex aquatilis Galium trifidum
Carex brunnescens var.brunnescens Geranium sylvaticum
Carex canescens 15 Gymnocarpium dryopteris 5
Carex chordorrhiza 17
Carex diandra 2 Hieracium pilosella
Carex dioica 2 Hieracium sylvatica 3
Carex echinata 14 Hieracium umbellata
Carex globularis 32 Huperzia selago 3
Carex Iasiocarpa 33
Carex limosa 30 juncus articulatus var. articulatus
Carex Ioliacea Juncus bufonius
Carex magellanira subsp. irrigua 23 Junrus buibosus
Carex nigra subsp. nigra 24 Juncus conglomeratus
Carex ovalis Juncus effusus 2
Carex paniculata Juncus filiformis 18
Carex pauciflora 32 Juncus stygius
Carex rostrata 32 juniperus communis 14
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Rumex longifolius 2
Ledum palustre 34
Leontodon autumnalis 2 Salix aurita 28
Leucanthemum vuigare 1 Salix aurita x repens
Linnea borealis 3 Salix caprea 3
Luzula multiflora 4 Salix cinerea 2
Luzula pilosa 9 Salix lapponum 4
Luzula sudetica 1 Salix myrsinifolia
Lycopodium annotinum 4 Salix myrtilloides II
Lycopodium clavatum 1 Salix pentandra 3
Lysimachia thyrsiflora 2 Salix phylicifolia 7
Salix repens 27
Maianthemun bifolium 8 Scheuczeria palustris 29
Melampyrym pratense 12 Sedum acre
Melampyrym sylvaticum 3 Solidago virgaurea 4
Menyanthes trifoliata 22 Sorbus aucuparia 2
Molinia caerulea 17 Sparganium hyperboreum
Moneses unifiora 2 Sparganium minimum 3
Spergula arvensis




Paris quadrifolia 3 Trichophorum cespitosum 31
Pedicularis palustris 2 Trientalis europaea 8
Pedicularis sceptrum-carolinum 3 Trifolium repens 2
Phalaris arundinacea 2 Tripleurospermum inodorum
Phleum pratense 4
Phlox paniculata 1 Utricularia intermedia
Phragmites australis 12
Picea abies 29 Vaccinium microcarpum 31
Pinus sylvestris 34 Vaccinium myrtillus 29
Piantago major 2 Vaccinium oxycoccos 34
Poa alpigena 1 Vaccinium uliginosum 34
Poa annua 1 Vaccinium vitis-idaea 33
Poa pratensis 5 Veronica chamaedrys
Polygonum aviculare 1 Vicia cracca
Polygonum viviparum 1 Viola canica subsp. montana
Populus tremula 19 Viola epipsila
Potentilla erecta 10 Viola palustris 3
Potentilla fruticosa
Potentilla palustris 7 Bryophyte fiora of Kauhaneva-Punttukeidas
Pyrola chlorantha
Pyrola minor 5 Aulacomnium palustre 34
Ranunculus acris 4 Brachythecium rivulare 3
Ranunculus repens 4 Bryum weigelii 2
Rhynchospora aiba 22
Rhynchospora fusca 3 Calliergon cordifolium
Rubus arcticus 2 Calliergon stramineum 12
Rubus chamaemorus 34 Calliergonella cuspidata 2
Rubus saxatilis 3 Campylium protensum 2
Rumex acetosa subsp. acetosa 3 Ceratodon purpureus 6
Runiex acetosella 7
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Dicranella cerviculata 2 Sphagnum squarrosum 3
Dicranum fuscescens 23 Sphagnum subsecundum
Dicranum majus 2 Sphagnum tenellum 22
Dicranum polysetum 33 Sphagnum teres 3
Dicranum scoparium 17 Sphagnum warnstorfii 4
Dicranum undulatum Brid. 27 Splachnum ampullaceum 3
Splachnum luteum 2
Fontinalis antipyretica 2
Funaria hygrometrica 1 Tetraphis pellucida
Tomentypnum nitens 2
Helodium blandowii 2


















Sphagnum annulatum var. porosum 29
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Appendix 2. Distribution of vascular plants and bryophytes in Kauhaneva-Punttukeidas in one square km grid. SmaII dots show sparse




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Rubus chaniaemorus Rubus saxatilis
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Stefiaria media Trichophorum cespitosum
6910 6910


























Viola eanina subsp. montanaVicia cracca
6910 6910
6905 6905





























































































































































































































































































































Appendix 3. Vegetation descriptions ol sample plots using Karelian mire research methods along the transects 1 and II. For the location of the
plots see Figs. 3, II and 12.
Nutrientstatus
Nnmberofdesulption 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 $ 9
Elements ol mkmrelie( —.. - - - 0 - ••O O -
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Nutnent status
Numberofdescription 10 II 17 16 15 14
Elements of mkmrelie[ — m - -
%ofelement 30 70 30 5 5 60 25 70 5 10 70 10 10 10 85 5 5 60 35
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Nutrient status
Numberofdescnption 10 II 17 16 15 14
Elements of microrelief . . .. — —. .... m - . ... - ...
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Nutrient status
Numberofdescrlption 13 12 20 21 22 23
Elementsof micrarelief — — •- — — —
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Nutnent status
Numberofdescnption 13 12 20 21 22 23
Elements of mkrorelie( —. — —. — —. — .—... — —
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Nutentstatus
Numberofdescption 24 1 25 26 27
Elements nf microrelief .—. — —.
— ..- —. —
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5. p u lch ru m
5. rubellum
5. russuwii
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Undersökningen utfördes inom ett finsk-ryskt samarbetsprojekt inom naturskyddet. Målsättnin
gen med projektet var att jämföra myrmarksnaturen, skyddet av myrar och myrmarksbegreppen
i Finland och Karelska republiken.
Nyckelord
myrsystem, myrkomplex, biodiversitet, dynamik, boreal zon, skydd av myrar
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Complexes, vegetation, fiora and dynamics of Kauhaneva
mire system, western Finland
The aim of this study has been a comprehensive ecological analysis of a large protected
mire to understand the fuctioning and state of the ecosystem. This helps the
assessment of the importance of the mire as a part of the network of mire reserves in
Finland and internationally. In Kauhaneva there is an exceptionaliy high diversity on
mire complex, mire site type and plant species leveis. During 9000 years the mire has
developed from minerotrophic fens into a diverse system of bogs and aapamires.
Kauhaneva mire system, covering more than 2500 hectares, has mainly been protected
as a part of Kauhaneva-Pohjankangas national park since the year 1982. However, the
sustainability of the ecosystem is threatened by several factors: Ali the marginal parts
of the mire are not inciuded in the nationai park, and there are ditches excavated to
improve timber growth, covering ca. 300 hectares of the mire margins. In some 20% of
the margins, the ditches prevent the waters from adjacent minerai soii to ftow to the
mire aiong their naturai courses. In the mineral soiis surrounding the mire there are
extensive ciearcuts without any buffer zone against the protected mire. On the
northeastern margin of the mire there is a groundwater pumping station, which has
decreased groundwater seepage in the mire from the year 1993.
This publication is directed to international scientific community and nature
conservation authorities and peopie invoived in environmental education.
The pubuication is avaiiable in the Internet:
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